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The left-turn movement at an intersection has long been a concern of traffic engineers as 
it is a major capacity reduction factor.  Different left-turn signal phasings have been 
shown to result in significant differences in delay, intersection capacity, and even safety 
level.   
 
First, past studies about leading and lagging signal phases and signal control application 
are overviewed.  Then this research gives a theoretical analysis of signal left-turn phase 
operations at both isolated and coordinated signalized intersections, compares the 
difference in delay based on leading and lagging left-turn signal phase designs, analyzes 
the influences of traffic control delay components for leading and lagging left-turn, 
identifies the main control factors, and gives a new model to guide the choosing between 
the leading and lagging left-turn phases.  
 
In the third part of this research, some basic mathematical definitions and rules of fuzzy 
logic control are described.  A four-level fuzzy logic control model is designed.  To 
implement this control model, observed approaching traffic flows are used to estimate 
relative traffic intensities in the competing approaches. These traffic intensities are then 




Finally, this research designs a dynamic traffic signal left-turn phase control system, and 
implements the four-level fuzzy logic control model to optimize signalized intersection 
operation.  The performance of this dynamic traffic signal left-turn phase fuzzy logic 
control system compared favorably in all categories to fixed time control, actuated 
control, and traditional fuzzy control based on simulation using field data.  The results 
suggest that the proposed dynamic traffic signal left-turn phase fuzzy logic control 
system is a superior and efficient tool for reducing intersection traffic delay. The study 
also demonstrated that the successful implementation of the proposed model does not rely 
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Traffic signals are intended to offer logical and reasonable traffic control at intersections.  
When properly timed, signals can improve safety and efficiency of both pedestrian and 
vehicular traffic.  However, unjustified and ill-timed signals can cause excessive delay as 
well as safety concerns.  Traffic engineers have long been concerned about left-turning 
phase at intersections, since it is one of the major reasons that reduce the traffic capacity 
of an intersection.  Different left-turn phase arrangements in one signal cycle can result in 
significant differences of delay and safety level.  
 
The two basic categories of left-turn signal phase are Leading and Lagging, determined 
by whether the left-turning traffic is leading the through traffic on the same approach or 
the other way around. Leading signal phase can be further classified into protected-
leading and protected-permitted-leading designs, while lagging signal phase include 
protected-lagging and permitted-protected-lagging designs. Listed below are brief 
descriptions of these four designs: 
 
• Protected-leading: a designated green phase is given to left-turn vehicles before the 
through traffic movements.  And then left turning movements are prohibited when 
through traffic gets its green time. 
1 
• Protected-lagging: left turn is prohibited when through traffic gets its green time.  
And then a designated green phase is given to left-turn vehicles when the through traffic 
gets its red time.  
• Protected-permitted-leading: protected left turn phase is given right before the 
green phase for through traffic, during which left turning movements are permitted when 
gaps are available in the opposing through traffic. 
• Permitted-protected-lagging: protected left turn phase is given right after the green 
phase for through traffic, during which left turning movements are permitted when gaps 
are available in the opposing through traffic. 
 
Under heavy through traffic flow where gaps are rare for left turn movement during the 
green phase for through traffic, a protected-permitted phasing becomes similar, if not 
equal, to a protected left-turn phasing design.  Most agencies prefer the use of leading 
left-turn phasing since the belief is that driver expectancy weighs heavily in favor of 
leading left-turns.  Some agencies use lagging left-turn phasing when left-turns and 
opposing through traffic are light in favor of permitted-protected operation. 
 
In real world, these phases are controlled by either fixed-time (pre-timed) model and/or 
actuated model.  The fixed-time model is based on pre-set signal timings and is, 
therefore, non-responsive to real-time fluctuations in traffic demand. The actuated model 
presents an improvement over pre-timed by detecting traffic demand and thus modifying 
the signal timing, but its ability of adjusting to traffic pattern fluctuation is limited by its 
design.  For an intersection with actuated control, performance generally deteriorates 
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with heavy traffic conditions and the proportion of stopped vehicles is generally high.  
Some adaptive fuzzy controllers are designed to address these deficiencies, as they have 
the ability to make real-time adjustments to signal settings in response to both observed 
and/or predicted real-time traffic demands. 
 
1.2 Problem Definition 
 
When leading left-turn phase is used, the decision to run the protected portion of the 
phase must be based on an educated guess of how many left turns can be accommodated 
during the following permissive period.  In the other hand, when using lagging left-turn 
phase, most of this guesswork is no longer necessary.  However, it still needs to 
determine at the end of the permissive period whether additional vehicles are waiting and 
will not be able to complete their turns during the change-and-clearance interval. 
 
The decision to run the protected left turn phase depends upon more than estimating the 
number of vehicles that will be able to turn left permissively, it must also consider factors 
affecting the overall operational efficiency of the intersection.  These factors include the 
demands of traffic for all movements and the amount of time that the signal controller 
allows for the available phases serving these movements.  Factors reward permitted left-
turn, in addition to traffic demand, include cycle length, offset, green time, the arrival 
time of platoons, platoon dispersion, and an individual driver’s gap acceptance criteria, 
which can be influenced by driver frustration.  With the onset of actuated signal phases 
and adaptive traffic control, many of these factors can vary from cycle to cycle. 
3 
 
To address the left-turn signal problem, some researchers began to analyze the 
differences between leading and lagging signal phases at isolated intersections about a 
dozen of years ago.  Some of the results encourage leading left-turn, while the others 
prefer lagging.  Since past studies on this matter have focused mainly on the signal 
phasing design aspect of leading and lagging left-turn at isolated intersections, the 
findings of these studies are often not transferable to more generalized situations where 
multiple intersections within a close proximity often interact, if not interfere, with one 
another.   
 
The dynamic signal left-turn phases control process deals with a complex multi-objective 
and multi-constraint problem in which the optimization performed is based mainly on 
recent information.  It relies on the fact that it must be repeated with very short time 
intervals.  However, when the intersection is complex in terms of geometric design, 
channelization and types of vehicles to be handled, the control process must consider 
many usually mutually conflicting objectives. The control detectors sometimes cannot 
capture the details of prevailing conditions on the approaches (not as good as a human), 
so traffic conditions in the immediate future cannot be predicted.  Our ability to make 
precise and yet significant statements about its behaviors diminishes, and significance 
and complexity become almost mutually exclusive characteristics.  Unfortunately, all of 
the existing signal control models were based on operations with predetermined phase 
orders. The extent of the control decisions made by the various algorithms was limited to 
skipping, terminating, and extending certain phases in a predetermined phase sequence. 
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Adding, changing, and rearranging the fixed phase order in real time, which would offer 
more flexibility for optimization purposes, were beyond the capability of these 
algorithms.  How to weigh and control these objectives is a big issue, which is becoming 
the scope of this research.  
 
1.3 Research Objective 
 
This research gives a theoretical analysis of signal left-turn phase operations at both 
isolated and coordinated signalized intersections, compares the difference in delay based 
on leading and lagging left-turn signal phase designs, identifies the main control factors, 
and gives a new model to guide the selection between the leading and lagging left-turn 
phases.  Then a four-level fuzzy logic control model is designed to determine whether the 
leading or lagging signal phase should be selected or terminated in signal operation. 
 
The main goals of this research include: 
 To make a general theoretical analysis of signal left-turn phase operation, 
 To build new mathematic models to guide the selection between the leading and 
lagging left-turn sequences at both isolated intersection and coordinated 
intersections, 
 To analyze traffic control delay components and identify left-turn control factors, 
 To formulate generalized fuzzy control rules for traffic signal left-turn phase 
control using linguistic variables, 
5 
 To validate the fuzzy control principles and to calibrate the membership functions 
of the linguistic variables using simulation and field data and, 
 To develop a dynamic traffic signal left-turn phase fuzzy logic control system. 
 
1.4 Research Approach and Layout 
 
An introduction is given in Chapter 1, then the dissertation reviews past studies about 
leading and lagging signal phases and signal control applications in Chapter 2.  Chapter 3 
presents theoretical analysis of left-turn phase operation and compares leading and 
lagging left-turn at both isolated fixed-time and actuated signalized intersection.  
Coordinated signalized intersection left-turn phase operation is discussed in Chapter 4.  
Chapter 5 analyzes the influences of traffic control delay components for leading and 
lagging left-turn and identifies left-turn control factors from above Chapters. 
 
In Chapter 6, fuzzy control logic is introduced, and fuzzification, defuzzification in the 
control process is also discussed.  Based on Chapter 5 results and using linguistic 
variables, the fuzzy control rules and membership functions are derived.  Chapter 7 
develops a dynamic traffic signal left-turn phase fuzzy logic control system (Figure 1-1), 
and validates the fuzzy control principles and calibrates the membership functions of the 
linguistic variables using simulation and field trials and compares the results with other 
fixed-time control, actuated control and adaptive control.  Chapter 8 presents a summary 
of the study, and then draws a number of conclusions based on the outcome of the 














Figure 1-1.  Dynamic traffic signal left-turn phase fuzzy logic control system 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
 
2.1 Traffic Signal Control Review 
 
2.1.1 Fixed-time and actuated control 
 
In the 1950's, F.V. Webster conducted traffic simulation studies using an early electronic 
computer, developed two traffic signal timing strategies that practically minimizes the 
resulting delay for pre-set fixed traffic isolated traffic signals.  The Webster formula 
minimizes the total delays for the pre-known traffic volumes.  Webster also 
demonstrated, both theoretically and experimentally, that fixed-timed signals should have 
their critical phases timed for equal degrees of saturation for a given cycle length to 
minimize the delay for that cycle time, even if it is not the minimum delay cycle.  The 




In fixed-timed operation, the red, yellow, and green indications are timed at fixed 
intervals.  It assumes that the traffic patterns can be predicted accurately based on time of 
8 
day.  Fixed-timed operation does not require traffic detectors at the intersection, and is 
therefore much cheaper to install.  Consequently, fixed-timed operation is usually used at 
isolated intersections only when funds do not allow actuated operation. 
 
Intersections with actuated operation consist of actuated traffic controllers and vehicle 
detectors placed in or on the roadways approaching the intersection.  The most important 
elements of actuated control are demand and extension.  During actuated operation, a 
traffic movement will be served with a green indication.  This green interval will last a 
user-defined minimum amount of time.  As long as cars continue to cross the approach 
detectors frequently enough, the green interval will be extended.  These extensions will 
continue until the cars thin out sufficiently to allow the signal to gap out, or until the 
interval reaches the maximum time.  With actuated controllers, green intervals may 
terminate in one of four ways: 
 
 Maximum green time is reached.  
 Traffic flow ceases on the approach (gapping out).  
 A signal system forces the termination (applying a force-off in coordinated 
system).  
 The signal is Pre-empted. When a priority vehicle approaches the intersection, no 
priority green intervals may be terminated in favor of the priority movement. 
 
The traditional actuated control of isolated intersections attempts continuously to adjust 
green times, and sometimes to adjust the sequence of phasing.  The main disadvantage is 
9 
that the control algorithm looks only at the vehicles on green while not taking into 
account the number of vehicles waiting at red. 
 
2.1.2 Real-time adaptive control 
 
With the introduction of microprocessor controllers it became possible to have more 
advanced control algorithms based on mathematical models.  The optimization function 
can be chosen to reach a predefined goal, which usually is the minimization of vehicle 
delays.  Miller [2] suggested a self-optimizing strategy based on the criterion of 
minimizing the total vehicle delay.  In his strategy, the decision to extend a phase is made 
at regular intervals by the examination of a control function. 
 
Adaptive signal control systems (ATCS), such as SCOOT, SCATS, OPAC and 
RHODES, help optimize and improve intersection signal timings by using real time 
traffic information to formulate and implement the appropriate signal timings [Martin et 
al. 3]. 
 
EPAC 300 Eagle Signal controller is an adaptive left turn control tool.  Urbanik II et al. 
[4] indicates the basic concept of the controller is to measure the left turn volumes and 
monitor the gaps in the opposing traffic stream through detector actuations.  The left turn 
phase is designed to run permissive unless there are not enough acceptable gaps in the 
opposing through traffic and left turning volume is high enough to justify a protected left 
turn phase.  It is possible to omit the left turn phases by time of day in some controllers, 
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and the significant benefit of this feature is that the left turn phases can be omitted or 
activated based on traffic conditions. 
 
Mirchandani et al. [5] introduces a real-time traffic-adaptive signal control system 
(RHODES).  The system takes as input detector data for real-time measurement of traffic 
flow, and “optimally’ controls the flow through the network.  The prototype consists of 
network control logic (the network flow optimization logic and the platoon flow 
prediction logic) and intersection control logic (the intersection optimization logic and 
the link flow prediction logic). 
 
Hernandez et al. [6] presents a general approach for real time traffic management using 
knowledge-based models named TRYS. TRYS is a knowledge representation 
environment supporting models to perform traffic management at a strategic level in 
urban, interurban or mixed areas.  TRYS model provides traffic monitoring functions and 
control actions.  The interface between TRYS and the control system allows the TRYS 
model to accept input data (i.e. speed and occupancy measurements) from the real-time 
data collection facilities (via the traffic control computer) and to send back control 
actions to the traffic control computer.  Depending on the traffic control system available 
at the application site, control actions can range from a set of constraints limiting the 
selection to a library of predefined signal plans (or a library of predefined messages in 
VMS applications) to a set of constraints on signal setting parameters (i.e. cycle time, 
phase split and offsets) in a fully adaptive system. 
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Findler [7] described harmonization as part of our work on distributed, knowledge-based, 
real-time, traffic-adaptive control of street and highway ramp traffic signals. 
Harmonization represents the best approximation to a coordinated omni-directional 
progression ("green wave").  This means that the resulting control regime produces a 
minimum of the sum, over all intersections, of delay times due to red lights and of unused 
green periods, each contributing term being weighted by the respective traffic flow 
values.  
 
2.1.3 Fuzzy logic control 
 
When the intersection is complex in terms of geometric design, channelization and types 
of vehicles to be handled, the main problems of optimizing control are the fairly high 
number of detectors, difficulty of understanding control and its parameters, and 
sensitivity to detector errors (Kronborg et al. [8]). Kosko [9] indicated  "as the 
complexity of a system increases, our ability to make precise and yet significant 
statements about its behaviors diminishes, and significance and complexity become 
almost mutually exclusive characteristics" .  So, the best solution to control complicated 
signalized intersection might be the fuzzy logic that is mechanism of human thinking 
with linguistic fuzzy values. 
 
Pappis and Mamdani [10] considered an isolated traffic intersection control in an isolated 
one-way east-west/north-south signalized intersection (2+2 lanes) with random vehicle 
arrivals and no turning movements using fuzzy logic controller in 1977.  They made a 
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theoretical simulation study of a fuzzy logic control. In their report, they compared their 
fuzzy method to a delay-minimizing adaptive signal control with optimal cycle time.  
According to the results, the fuzzy controller was equal to, or slightly better than, the 
adaptive method used for comparison. 
 
In 1984, Nakatsuyama et al [11] used fuzzy logic phase controller in two successive 
signalized intersections control of an arterial road under conditions such as when a fairly 
large number of vehicles is passing an intersection.  The fuzzy logic phase controller is 
composed of fuzzy control statements, which determine the termination of green or 
amber periods.  Co-operation between a fuzzy logic controller and a fuzzy logic phase 
controller always results in good performance, especially when the number of cars varies 
by a large margin as observed before or after the rush hour. 
 
From the network point of view, Chiu et al [12] [13] applied fuzzy logic for controlling 
multiple two-way streets intersections with no turning movements.  Chiu used fuzzy 
decision rules to adjust cycle time, phase split and offset parameters based on local 
information only. A set of 40 fuzzy decision rules was used for adjusting the signal 
timing parameters in a network of 3 * 3 intersections.  The rules for adjusting cycle time, 
phase split and offset are decoupled so that these parameters are adjusted independently.  
 
Niitymaki et al. [14] developed a fuzzy logic algorithm for controlling the timing of a 
pedestrian crossing signal based on the fuzzy extension principle which was used by 
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Pappis et al. [10].  Niitymaki indicated the algorithm can offers at least equal or better 
performance than conventional demand-actuated signal control.  
 
Trabia et al [15] designed a fuzzy logic based signal controller for a four-approach 
isolated intersection with through and left-turning movements.  The controller has the 
ability to make adjustments to signal timing in response to observed changes in the 
approach flows.  Using upstream vehicle detectors, the controller measures approach 
flows and estimates approach queues at regular time intervals.  This information is used 
in a two-stage fuzzy logic procedure to determine, at any given time, whether to extend 
or terminate the current signal phase for through movements. 
 
Sayers et al. [16] had aimed to develop a flexible signal controller which could be 
configured so that it embodied the objectives appropriate to the situation in which it was 
to be used.  They used a multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) optimization 
technique to derive optimal solutions for fuzzy control. 
 
Niittymaki et al. [17] tested fuzzy public transport rule at an isolated intersection.  The 
tested intersection is a T-intersection with three phases.  The traffic volume arriving from 
the minor street is quite small. Buses approach the intersection from both major street 





2.2 Left-turn Phase Delay Comparison Review 
 
Researches have been done to evaluate the pros and cons of leading and lagging left-turn 
signal design. For fixed-time signal designs, Hummer et al. [18] found that at an isolated 
intersection with heavy pedestrian traffic, lagging is better than leading regarding to 
intersection delays.  The results are summarized in Table 2-1. 
 
J. E. Hummer’s research was based on the use of leading and lagging phases sequences in 
Indiana.  The result, which favors lagging over leading phases, was narrowed by the 
following condition: 
 
 Light to medium-heavy (but still unsaturated) volumes; 
 Balanced flow between the directions on the street with the left-turn signals; 
 Intersection angles of approximately 90 degrees; 
 Narrow or nonexistent medians; 
 Single left-turn lanes;  
 Three-or four-leg intersections on four-lane arterials; and 
 Adequate left-turn lane lengths (spillback is rear). 
 
If the intersection has above conditions and one of the following conditions, lagging is 
recommended.  
 
 at isolated signals serving heavy pedestrian traffic 
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Table 2-1.  Leading and lagging comparison at fixed-time isolated intersection 
Fixed-time Left-turn signal Mean delay (sec/veh) 
Four approaches Protected-leading 19.9 
 Protected-lagging 19.4 
 Protected-permissive-leading 14.7 
 Permissive-protected-lagging 13.5 
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 at isolated diamond interchanges 
 the signals are fixed-time or incapable of overlapping phases 
 
For actuated signals, on the other hand, Lee et al. [19] yielded an opposite finding, in 
which lagging designs almost always result in more delay than leading designs.  The 
results are summarized in Table 2-2.   
 
Lee’s research result confirmed the assumption that overlap can lightly influence 
intersection delay when taken into account.  The result, which lagging delay is almost 
always more than leading delay, was narrowed by the following condition. 
 
 All of the study locations were operation with full actuated control; 
 The signals were basically isolated from other intersections; 
 Light to medium-heavy (but still unsaturated) volumes; and 
 Vehicle queues generally cleared during each cycle; 
 The left-turn volume of opposing direction was very unbalanced so that the 
opportunities for phase overlap often appear in leading and was not used in 
lagging. 
 
Fambro et al. [20] tested the operational efficiency of Dallas protected-permissive 
phasing sequence and the standard protected-permissive phasing with signal displays 
allowed by MUTCD.  The Dallas phasing is a special type of lead-lag operation 
developed and implemented by traffic engineers in the cities of Dallas and Richardson, 
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Table 2-2.  Leading and lagging comparison at actuated isolated intersection 
Actuated-time Left-turn signal Mean delay (sec/veh) 
Four approaches Leading 30.3 
 Lagging 40.6 
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Texas.  The phasing eliminates the possibility of a left turn trap situation that was 
explained earlier in the case of lead-lag sequence with protected-permissive and 
permissive-protected left turns.  The results of the study indicated that the Dallas phasing 
results in less delay for both the left-turning and through movements when compared to 
phasing with MUTCD left turn signal displays.  The study also documented that at 
intersections along high volume coordinated arterials; the Dallas phasing offers 
significant operational benefits.  The study, however, did not appear to measure and 
compare the safety impacts of the Dallas phasing versus the phasing allowed per 
MUTCD signal displays. 
 
Parsonson [21] indicated that in many cases leading left turn phasing is the normal 
sequence of operation, which in a gap out situation caused by an early release in through 
movements, can potentially damage progression.  It should be noted that this situation 
could also be caused by an early release due to a cross street gap out situation.  The 
synthesis further discusses the applicability of lagging left turn sequences under tight 
storage length situations and qualifies the safety implications that may result due to left 
turn trap situations.  The responses to a survey in the synthesis qualify that driver 
expectancy weighs heavily in favor of leading left turns.  The respondents indicated that 
lagging left turns were used only when necessary and safe.  One respondent indicated that 
the driver-expectancy problem might exist when phase sequencing is changed by time-of-




A study reported by Nassi [22] showed that changing left turn phasing from leading to 
lagging operation resulted in positive synchronization results.  An after study of the 
arterial signal conversion documented decreases of 38.3% in fuel consumption, 43.1% in 
air pollutants, 40.0% in traffic collision rate, and 42.2% in vehicle delay. 
 
Tian et al. [23] addresses various forms of split phasing schemes resulted from various 
pedestrian timing treatments.  The pedestrian conflicts with each split phasing scheme are 
discussed based on coordinated signal system operations.  The research indicates the 
protected/permitted phasing scheme would provide the efficiency and safety during the 
protected phase, and would minimize the impact of pedestrian crossing by 
accommodating the pedestrians in two parallel pedestrian phases.  An exclusive 
pedestrian phase under split phasing operations can be more efficient compared to the 
standard protected left-turn display phasing scheme. 
 
Buckholz, [24] indicated that one of the major pitfalls of coordinated signal timing is the 
reluctance by traffic engineers to use lead-lag left turn phasing to improve progression, 
due to possible violation of driver expectancy.  He further indicated that experience has 
shown that where drivers become used to traffic signal phasing variations, the lead-lag 
left turn phasing can have positive effects on the arterial flow.  
 
Researchers including Nandam et al. [25] then argued that choosing leading or lagging 
left turn phasing should not be a default decision, and dynamically changing leading and 
lagging phases by time-of-day may improve progression.  Based on these studies, Pline 
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[26] indicated that phasing sequence selection should be based on analysis on a case by 
case basis and dependent upon acceptance of drivers using the traffic signal.  However, 
dynamic signal design requires systematic effort at coordinated intersections since 
changes at one intersection may adversely affect the others.  In order to find the basic 
difference between leading and lagging left turns at coordinated intersections, Li et al. 
[27] complied the signal phases, traffic patterns and delay, pointed out that the left turn 
and through vehicles play very different roles at coordinated intersections, and lagging 
(upstream) plus lagging (downstream) design for the two coordinated intersections will 
result in minimum delay.  Li et al. [28] also gives a mathematic model to guide selecting 
leading and lagging between two closed intersections. 
 
2.3 Left-turn Phase Safety Comparison Review 
 
According to J. E. Hummer et al. [18], the accident number is summarized in table 2-3.  
This result is based on the data collected in Indiana.  The more the pedestrians are, the 
safe the intersection is. 
 
According to Jonathan Upchurch [29], the accident number is summarized in table 2-4.  
This is based on data collected in Arizona.  From these results, the intersection with 
lagging left-turn signal phases is safer than the one with leading left-turn phases when the 
opposing lanes are more than 2 lanes.  
 
Nandam et al. [25] indicate that the change in sequence of the left turns and use of 
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Table 2-3.  Leading and lagging left-turn safety comparison in Indiana 
 Leading Lagging 
Accidents per million left turn vehicles 0.9 0.8 




Table 2-4.  Leading and lagging left-turn safety comparison in Arizona 
 Leading Lagging 
Accidents per million left turn vehicles 





Accidents per million left turn vehicles 







dynamic change of phase sequence by time of day did not result in change of left turn and 
total crash experience.  The calculated t-value for the before and after left turn crash rates 
was 1.67. This is within the critical range of t-value at the 0.05 level.  The calculated t-
value for the before and after total crash rates was 0.734.  This is within the critical range 
of t-value at the 0.05 level.  
 
It is most often the case that a lagging protected phase is not allowable due to the 
possibility of opposing left turn drivers being caught in a left turn “trap,” in which they 
incorrectly assume that their movement is being terminated at the same time as that of 
traffic opposing them.  This confusion is eliminated at intersections without opposing left 
turning traffic, such as “T” intersections or intersections with one-way streets, or it can be 
avoided by the use of “Dallas” left turn phasing, in which left turn drivers are shown an 
exclusive display of the opposing traffic’s indication. 
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Chapter 3 Theoretical Analysis of Signal Left-turn Phase 
Operation at Isolated Intersection 
 
3.1 Leading Signal Left-turn Phase Operation 
 
Leading signal left-turn phase can be classified into protected-leading and protected-
permitted-leading designs. Listed below are brief descriptions of these two designs: 
 
• Protected-leading: a designated green phase is given to left-turn vehicles before the 
through traffic movements.  And then left turning movements are prohibited when 
through traffic gets its green time. 
• Protected-permitted-leading: protected left turn phase is given right before the 
green phase for through traffic, during which left turning movements are permitted when 
gaps are available in the opposing through traffic. 
 
The following terms are defined: 
qa - The arrival rate (veh/s),  
spr - The saturation flow rate for the protected phase (veh/s),  
spm - The saturation flow rate for the permitted phase (veh/s),  
qg
t  - The blocked portion of the permitted phase (s),  
ug
t - The unblocked portion of the permitted phase (s), 
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prg
t - The portion of the protected phase (s), 
rt - The effective red time for the effective red time (s), 
Qi1 - The residual queue (veh) at the beginning of the red phase, 
Q11 - The queue (veh) at the end of the red phase, 
Q21 - The queue (veh) at the end of the protected green phase, 
Q31 - The queue (veh) at the end of the saturated interval of the permitted green phase, 
Q41 - The queue (veh) at the end of the unsaturated interval of the permitted green phase. 
 
Under heavy through traffic flow where gaps are rare for left turn movement during the 
green phase, a protected-permissive phasing becomes similar, if not equal, to a protected 
left-turn phasing design.  Most agencies prefer the use of leading left turn phasing since 
the belief is that driver expectancy weighs heavily in favor of leading left turns.  The 
leading left-turn operations are showed in Figure 3-1 ~ 3-3.  
 
The geometry of the triangle depends on the traffic volume, the queue discharge rate, and 
the length of the red and green phases.  It accumulates on red time  and blocked 










In case 1, no queue remains at the end of protected or permitted phase.  
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Figure 3-3.  Leading left-turn queue accumulation polygon-Case 3 
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of the permitted phase.  
 
In case 3, queue does not remain at the end of the protected phase, but remains at the end 
of the permitted phase.  Note that it is not possible to have a queue at the end of both the 
protected and permitted phases if the v/c ratio is not allowed to exceed 1.0 when 
calculating the uniform delay term. 
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Left-turn queue begins to dissipate at tgpr, and will completely dissipate if Q11 departure 
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At end of the blocked green time, the left-turn queue length and time to dissipate the left-
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Final queue length is reduced by the average number of sneakers, nf, per cycle 
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So, leading left-turn traffic delay  is: 1D
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The leading left-turn traffic volume which experience delay  and total left-turn 1ldV
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ail dtqdtqdtqdtqQV ∫∫∫∫ ++++= 11     (3-3) 
 
When left-turn is leading operation, the opposing through traffic accumulation and 
departure pattern is showed in Figure 3-4.   
 
At the end of the opposing movement’s effective red, opposing queue length , and 
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        (3-4)  
The opposing through traffic volume which experience delay  and total opposing 
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gggrooio dtqQV 11       (3-6) 
 
3.2 Lagging Signal Left-turn Phase Operation 
 
Lagging signal phase may include protected-lagging and permitted-protected-lagging 
designs. Listed below are brief descriptions of these two designs: 
 
• Protected-lagging: left turn is prohibited when through traffic gets its green time.  
And then a designated green phase is given to left-turn vehicles when the through traffic 
gets its red time.  
• Permitted-protected-lagging: protected left turn phase is given right after the green 
phase for through traffic, during which left turning movements are permitted when gaps 
are available in the opposing through traffic. 
 
The following terms are defined for lagging left-turn operation: 
Qi2 - The residual queue (veh) at the beginning of the red phase, 
Q12 - The queue (veh) at the end of the red phase, 
Q22 - The queue (veh) at the end of the saturated interval of the permitted green phase, 
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Q32 - The queue (veh) at the end of the unsaturated interval of the permitted green phase, 
Q42 - The queue (veh) at the end of the protected green phase. 
 
Under heavy through traffic flow where gaps are rare for left turn movement during the 
green phase for through traffic, a permitted-protected phasing becomes similar, if not 
equal, to a protected left-turn phasing design.  Some agencies use lagging left turn 
phasing when left turns and opposing through traffic are light in cases of permissive-
protected operation.  The lagging left-turn operations are showed in Figure 3-5 ~ 3-6. 
 
In case 4, no queue remains at the end of the permitted phase. Because the protected 
phase follows immediately after the permitted phase and will therefore accommodate all 
of its arrivals without further delay, so there will be no queue at the end of the protected 
phase either. 
 
In case 5, queue remains at the end of the permitted phase.  If the v/c ratio is kept below 
1.0 as just discussed, this queue will be fully served during the protected phase. 
 
Left-turn queue at end of effective red continues to grow during the blocked green time. 
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Queue length at end of protected green phase is: 
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In this case, there are no sneakers. 
 
So, lagging left-turn traffic delay is: 2D
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The lagging left-turn traffic volume which experience delay  and total left-turn 
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When left-turn is lagging operation, the opposing through traffic accumulation and 
departure pattern is showed in Figure 3-7.  
 
At end of the opposing movement’s effective red, opposing queue length , and 
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          (3-10) 
The opposing through traffic volume which experience delay  and total opposing 
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gggrooio dtqQV 22       (3-12) 
 
3.3 Comparison of Left-turn Phases at Isolated Intersection 
 
3.3.1 Delay comparison at fixed-time isolated intersection 
 
From Equation 3-1 ~ 3-3, leading left-turn traffic delay and volume are: 
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From Equation 3-7 ~ 3-9, lagging left-turn traffic delay and volume are: 
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ail dtqdtqdtqdtqQV ∫∫∫∫ ++++= 22  
 
So, the left-turn delay difference (leading-lagging) is: 
 
pmprri DDDDDD +++=− 21       (3-13) 
Where: 
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2121 iill QQVV −=−         (3-15) 
 
From Equation 3-4 ~ 3-6, leading through traffic delay and volume are: 
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From Equation 3-10 ~ 3-12, lagging through traffic delay and volume are: 
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ooi dtqsdtqMaxQ ,0.02   (3-18) 
 
From above through traffic equations 3-16 ~ 3-18, when their qo have the same 
distribution, Qoi1=Qoi2, Vod1=Vod2, Vo1=Vo2, so leading or lagging design does not affect 
through traffic delay, Do1=Do2. 
 
When 021 ≥+++=− pmprri DDDDDD , leading left-turn design is selected at fixed-
time isolated intersection. Otherwise lagging left-turn design is preferred.  The Figure 3-8 
and 3-9 show the difference between protected-permissive leading and permissive-
protected lagging left-turn on fixed-time traffic condition.  The study period is chosen in 
peak hour, cycle length is 54s, g/c for left-turn traffic is 0.59, g/c for through traffic is 
0.46, through volume are 600 veh/h, the number of lanes is 4 for both directions, and 
pedestrians are not included.  From Figure 3-8 and 3-9 comparison results, leading left-
turn delay is always lower than lagging left-turn delay at isolated fixed-time signalized 
intersection when left-turn v/c ratio is relatively low, while leading left-turn delay is 
higher than lagging left-turn delay when v/c ratio is close to or exceeds 1.0.  Note that 
leading left-turn delay will be significantly higher than lagging left-turn delay at isolated 

























































3.3.2 Delay comparison at actuated isolated intersection 
 
In actuated signal conditions, when the left-turn volumes of opposing directions were 
very unbalanced, the opportunities for phase overlap will often appear (Figure 3-10 
Case1 + Case 2). But, the intersection with lagging phases cannot use these overlaps, 
because the red phase is followed next (Figure 3-10 Case 4 + Case 5). However the 
intersection with leading left-turn phases can reduce much through traffic delay by using 
overlap phases.  
 
Based on Chapter 3.1 and 3.2 analysis results, leading actuated left-turn traffic delay and 
volume are: 
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The leading left-turn traffic volume which experience delay  and total left-turn 






       Case 1 +Case 2      Case 4 + Case 5  Case 4 +Case 4 
 
Accumulation of left-turning vehicles during red phase 
Discharging of left-turning vehicles during protected left-turn phase 
Accumulation of left-turning vehicles during permitted left-turn phase 










Case 1+2: Leading design under unbalanced traffic (Phase overlapping) 
Case 4+5: Lagging design under unbalanced traffic 
Case 4+4: Lagging design under balanced traffic (Phase skipping) 
 





































   (3-21) 
 
Lagging actuated left-turn traffic delay and volume are: 
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          (3-22) 
The lagging left-turn traffic volume which experience delay  and total left-turn 
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The actuated left-turn delay difference (leading-lagging) is: 
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pmprri DDDDDD +++=− 21       (3-25) 
Where: 
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gggrooio dtqQV 11       (3-30) 
 
Lagging actuated through traffic delay and volume are: 
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So, the actuated through traffic delay difference (leading-lagging) is: 
 
( ) ( )





















































































ooi dtqsdtqMaxQ ,0.02   (3-36) 
 
From above through traffic equations, when their qo have the same distribution, 
Qoi1<Qoi2, Vod1<Vod2, leading through traffic delay Do1<Do2. 
 
When 0212121 ≥−++++=−+− oopmprrioo DDDDDDDDDD  , leading left-turn design 
is selected at actuated isolated intersection. Otherwise lagging left-turn design is 
preferred.  
 
However, on the other hand, when the left-turn volumes of opposing directions are 
balanced, and there are many gaps in the through traffic (Figure 3-10 Case 4 +Case 4) so 
that the cycle with permissive-protected lagging can skip some protected left-turn time 
and improve intersection’s traffic capacity.  In this case, lagging may be recommended. 
 
The Figure 3-11 and 3-12 show the difference of protected-permissive leading and 
permissive-protected lagging left-turn on actuated traffic condition.  The study period is 
chosen in peak hour, cycle length is 54s, g/c for left-turn traffic is 0.59, g/c for through 




















































Figure 3-12.  The left-turn delay difference for isolated actuated signal 
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and pedestrians are not included.  From Figure 3-11 and 3-12 comparison results, leading 
left-turn delay is always lower than lagging left-turn delay at isolated actuated signalized 
intersection when left-turn v/c ratio is relatively low, while leading left-turn delay is 
higher than lagging left-turn delay when v/c ratio is close to or exceeds 1.0.  Note that 
leading left-turn delay will be significantly higher than lagging left-turn delay at isolated 
actuated signalized intersection when left-turn v/c exceeds 1.0. 
 
3.3.3 Queue length and storage time comparison at isolated intersection 
 
From Chapter 3.1, leading left-turn maximum queue appears at Q11 or Q31: 
 
At the end of the protected left-turn’s effective red, the left-turn queue length and time to 
dissipate the left-turn queue are: 
 
111 ira QtqQ +×=         (3-37) 
( )aprQ qsQt −= /1111  
 
At end of the blocked green time, the left-turn queue length and time to dissipate the 




tqsQMaxQ ×−−= 1121 ,0.0  
( )
qga
tqQQ ×+= 2131         (3-38) 
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( )apmQ qsQt −= /3131  
 
Lagging left-turn maximum queue appears at Q22, left-turn queue at end of effective red 
continues to grow during the blocked green time. Left-turn queue length and time to clear 
are: 
 
212 ira QtqQ +×=  
( )
qga
tqQQ ×+= 1222         (3-39) 
( )apmQ qsQt −= /2222   
 
Because lagging left-turn Q22 > leading left-turn Q11 or Q31, so lagging left-turn design 
needs more exclusive left-turn lane storage space, the difference length (lagging- leading)  
is:  
( ) ( )[ ]
prq gaprga
tqstqMax ×−× ,       (3-40) 
 
The difference clearing time (lagging- leading) is: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )[ ]apmgaprapriraapmgaira qstqsqsQtqqstqQtqMax prq −×−−+×−−×++× /,// 12  
          (3-41) 




ttqQ +×=1         (3-42) 
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tqsQT =−= /11  
 




ttqQ +×=2         (3-43) 
 




tqsQT =−= /22  
 
From above through traffic equations, Qo1=Qo2, To1=To2. So, leading or lagging design 
does not affect through traffic operation. 
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Chapter 4 Theoretical Analysis of Signal Left-turn Phase 
Operation at Coordinated Intersections 
 
This research looks into the traffic flow pattern at two coordinated signalized 
intersections, compares the difference in delay based on leading and lagging left-turn 
signal phase designs, makes a general theoretical analysis of signal left-turn phase 
operation at both isolated and coordinated intersections, and gives a new model to guide 
the choosing between the leading and lagging left-turn sequences at coordinated signal 
intersections.  
 
4.1 Traffic Flow Pattern Analysis 
 
In Figure 4-1, the total number of vehicle arrivals is equal between the two cases. 
However the optimal signal timing could be significantly different.  In top case, the 
demand occurs immediately following ti, whereas there little demand immediately 
following ti and great demand in the future in bottom case. So, traffic flow pattern 
analysis is fundamentally important for signal timing and phasing design. 
 
This study focuses on a pair of coordinated intersections on a major road and the road 
section between them. For coordinated intersection, the traffic pattern through the 
upstream intersection will largely affect the design of the downstream signal.  Figure 4-2 






















leading left turn signal 
VL
VT
VTR1 VTP1 VL1 VTR2 VTP2 VLR2 VLP2 VTR1 VTP1
VTP1 -- through platoon from upstream intersection heavy through traffic
VTR1 -- through random traffic from upstream intersection
VLP2 -- left turn platoon from upstream intersection light through traffic
VLR2 -- left turn random traffic from upstream intersection
VTP2 -- through traffic on cross road of upstream intersection heavy left turn traffic
VTR2 -- permitted left turn from upstream intersection
VL1 -- left turn traffic going to cross road of upstream intersection light left turn traffic




























intersection uses leading left turn phase design.  At the start of a green phase for major 
road through traffic, vehicles usually depart to the downstream road section as a 
relatively dense platoon VTP1, which has a high flow rate.  This may be partially due to 
the queue leftover from last signal cycle.  Following this platoon, the traffic pattern 
becomes a less dense flow denoted as VTR1.  In a leading design, the phase after this 
green time is the leading left turn phase for the minor road, which passes a platoon of 
vehicles VLP2 to the major road downstream section.  Then during the green phase for 
minor road through traffic, a few more vehicles VLR2 may make left turn onto the major 
road.  In a lagging design (Figure 4-3), VLP2 and VLR2 are coming before VTP1, 
VTR1. A percentage of the vehicles in VTP1, VTR1, VLP2 and VLR2 may make left 
turn at the downstream intersection.  Therefore Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3 map these left 
turning demand separately from the through demand traffic in order to exam their 
behavior in detail. 
 
4.2 Traffic Flow Dispersion 
 
Departing from the upstream intersection, these vehicle platoons will disperse on their 
way to the next intersection.  The effect of vehicle bunching weakens as the platoon 
moves downstream, since vehicles in it travel at various speeds, spreading over the 
downstream road section.  This phenomenon, known as platoon diffusion or dispersion, 
was modeled by Pacey [30].  He derived the travel time distribution f(τ ) along a road 






lagging left turn signal 
VL
VT
VTR2 VTP2 VL1 VTR1 VTP1 VLR2 VLP2 VTR2 VTP2
VTP1 -- through platoon from upstream intersection heavy through traffic
VTR1 -- through random traffic from upstream intersection
VLP2 -- left turn platoon from upstream intersection light through traffic
VLR2 -- left turn random traffic from upstream intersection
VTP2 -- through traffic on cross road of upstream intersection heavy left turn traffic
VTR2 -- permitted left turn from upstream intersection
VL1 -- left turn traffic going to cross road of upstream intersection light left turn traffic




























−×= ∫      (4-1)   
 
Where, 
 = The number of vehicles passing downstream intersection,  2q
 = The number of vehicles passing the upstream intersection,  1q
 = Distance between the upstream intersection and downstream intersection,  D
τ  = Individual vehicle travel time along distance D, 
'τ  = Mean travel time, and  
σ  = Standard deviation of speed.    
 
Platoon diffusion effects were observed by Hillier and Rothery (1967) at several 
consecutive points located downstream of signals (Figure 4-4).  They analyzed vehicle 
delays at fixed-timed signals using the observed traffic profiles and drew the following 
conclusions: 
 
 the deterministic delay (first term in approximate delay formulae) strongly 
depends on the time lag between the start of the upstream and downstream green 
signals (offset effect); 
 the minimum delay, observed at the optimal offset, increases substantially as the 









 the signal offset does not appear to influence the overflow delay component. 
 
When the distance between the upstream intersection and downstream intersection is 
small, which is usually the case for coordinated intersections, the diffusion would also be 
small so that .   12 qq ⇒
 
4.3 Comparison of Leading and Lagging Signal Designs 
 
To compare the delay of leading and lagging signals, arrival/departure diagrams are used 
in Figure 4-5 ~ Figure 4-8 to illustrate the delays at the downstream intersection.  Signal 
phases are shown in green or red color while yellow time was purposely left out to 
simplify the diagram.  It makes sense to argue that since VLP2 and VLR2 are left turned 
onto the major road, the likelihood of them turn to left again on the immediate 
downstream intersection is low.  Also they usually will have fewer vehicles than VTP1 
and VTR1, so that the left turn demand among them, if any, would be much less than that 
of VTP1 and VTR1.  Therefore in order to simplify the diagrams, this portion of the left 
turning demand was not plotted out in these figures.  This will not change the result of the 
comparison. 
 
Figure 4-5 and 4-6 are for the condition when upstream intersection uses leading design.  







Delay of Leading design



























Figure 4-5.  Traffic arrival and departure diagram at the downstream intersection 
on major road (A) a,b
a. Upstream signal using leading left turn phase  
b.Downstream signal design optimize service for 















Delay of Leading design




























Figure 4-6.  Traffic arrival and departure diagram at the downstream intersection 
on major road (B) a,b
a. Upstream signal using leading left turn phase  
b. Downstream signal design cannot optimize service for 














Delay of Leading design



























Figure 4-7.  Traffic arrival and departure diagram at the downstream intersection 
on major road (C) a,b
a. Upstream signal using lagging left turn phase  
b. Downstream signal design optimize service for 















Delay of Leading design




























Figure 4-8.  Traffic arrival and departure diagram at the downstream intersection 
on major road (D) a,b
a. Upstream signal using lagging left turn phase 
b. Downstream signal design cannot optimize service for 








design.  Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-7 deal with an ideal condition, under which the signal 
design optimizes the service for major road through traffic at this downstream 
intersection.  This may happen when the intersected minor road has relatively lighter 
traffic.  Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-8 then assume the signal design causes unmet through 
demand on the major road in each cycle.  While to illustrate this situation, the red phase 
can be “stretched” longer towards both direction on the diagram. However, it is clear that 
the through traffic delay would be much less when the red phase avoid the heavy arrival 
“head”, but tackle the light arrival “tail” instead.  Therefore, Figure 4-5 and 4-8 only 
plotted the latter design. 
 
If actuated designs are used for both intersections, as discussed at the start of this 
research, leading design has the advantage of possible phase overlapping, while lagging 
design has the potential of phase skipping.  Both conditions depend on the requirements 
of enough gaps in the through traffic for left turning vehicles or very light left turn 
demand.  The difference is overlapping in leading design can happen when only one 
direction met this criterion, but lagging design must met it on both directions to warrant a 
phase skipping.  From the delay diagrams, it is reasonable to elaborate that lagging would 
still be better than leading if the traffic on both directions are near balanced.  For very 
unbalanced traffic, while gives more chance of phase overlapping in leading design than 
phase skipping in lagging design.. 
 
From Figure 4-5 ~ Figure 4-8 we can conclude: 
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1. Lagging design for the downstream signal generates less delay than leading design no 
matter which design was used for the upstream signal. 
2. Lagging (for the upstream signal) + lagging (for the downstream signal) design for the 
two coordinated intersections gives the best result in terms of intersection delay. 
3. Leading or lagging designs do not differ in terms of through traffic delays. Instead, 
their strength/weakness are due to the left turning traffic delay. 
 
4.4 Left-turn Phase Selection Model 
 
Based on above analysis, the differences between leading and lagging left turns at two 




































tR ∫∫ ×−+××= βαα      (4-3) 
 
Where, 
1D = delay difference between leading and lagging design at the downstream intersection 
when upstream intersection uses leading design, 
2D = delay difference between leading and lagging design at the downstream intersection 
when upstream intersection uses lagging design, 
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RT  = red phase along the major road at downstream intersection,  
α   = percentage of left turn traffic in VTP1 and VTR1 at downstream intersection, 
1β   = coefficient of gap availability for left turns in VTR1, 
2β   = coefficient of gap availability for left turns inVLR2, 
1TPt
q = number of vehicles arrived at downstream intersection during tTP1, 
1TRt
q = number of vehicles passed downstream intersection during tTR1, 
2LRt
q = number of vehicles passed downstream intersection during tLR2, 
 
Let , , and , Equation 

































1   if                                        0











2   if                                        0






=     (4-5) 
 
When , .  This means when gaps in trough traffic are less than 
the left-turning demand, lagging design for the downstream signal always generates less 
delay than leading design.  And the best combination is lagging (upstream) + lagging 
(downstream).   
321 QQQ +> 012 >≥ DD
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When , 2132 QQQQ >≥+ 012 => DD .  This means lagging design for the downstream 
signal generates less delay than leading design when the upstream signal uses lagging left 
turn design.  But if the upstream signal uses leading left turn design, there would be no 
significant difference between leading and lagging design at the downstream intersection. 
 
When , .  When available gaps are more than the left-turning 
demand, there would be no significant difference between leading and lagging signal 
designs.  In fact, under this situation, fixed left turn phase would not be necessary. 
12 QQ ≥ 021 == DD
 
The following Figure 4-9 shows the difference of protected-permissive leading and 
permissive-protected lagging left-turn at coordinated traffic condition.  The study period 
is chosen in peak hour, cycle length is 54s, g/c for left-turn traffic is 0.59, g/c for through 
traffic is 0.46, through volume are 600 veh/h, the number of lanes is 4 for both directions, 






























Figure 4-9.  The left-turn delay difference for coordinated signals 
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Chapter 5 Traffic Control Delay Components and Left-turn 
Control Factors Analysis 
 
Chapter 5 discusses the components of intersection traffic control delay, simplifies the 
delay equations from above chapters, and identifies main left-turn control factors, 
analyzes the influences for leading and lagging left-turn. 
 
5.1 Control Delay Components 
 
The values derived from the delay calculations represent the average control delay 
experienced by all vehicles that arrive in the analysis period, including delays that are 
incurred beyond the analysis period when the lane group is oversaturated.  Control delay 
includes movements at slower speeds and stops on intersection approaches, as vehicles 
move up in queue position or slow down upstream of an intersection. 
 
For simplifying the traffic delay analysis, HCM2000 gives the following equations to 
estimate the average control delay per vehicle for a given lane group. 
 
321 ddPFdd ++×=                 (5-1) 
 
where 
d  = control delay per vehicle, s/veh, 
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1d  = uniform control delay assuming uniform arrivals, s/veh, 
PF  = uniform delay progression adjustment factor which accounts for the effects of 
signal progression, 
2d  = incremental delay to account for the effect of random and oversaturation queues, 
adjusted for the duration of the analysis period and the type of signal control.  This delay 
component assumes that there is no residual demand for the lane group at the start of the 
analysis period, s/veh, and 
3d  = supplemental delay to account for oversaturation queues that may have existed prior 
to the analysis period, s/veh.  
 
5.1.1 Estimation uniform delay  1d
 
Equation 5-2 gives an estimate of delay assuming uniform arrivals, stable flow, and no 
initial queue.  It is based on the first term of Webster’s delay formulation and is widely 
accepted as an accurate depiction of delay for the idealized case of uniform arrivals.  This 
























1d  = uniform control delay assuming uniform arrivals, s/veh, 
C  = cycle length, s; cycle length used in pretimed signal control, or average cycle length 
for actuated control, 
g  = effective green time for lane group, s; green time used in pretimed signal control, or 
average lane group effective green time for actuated control, and 
X  = v/c ratio or degree of saturation for lane group. 
 
However, Equation 5-2 cannot be used for protected plus permitted left-turn or permitted 
plus protected left-turn delay estimation.  The following is a simplified method to 
compute uniform delay for protected plus permitted or permitted plus protected left-turn 
operation.  When traffic flow is uniform distribution, the Equation 3-1 ~ 3-12 can be 
expressed as: 
 
Leading left-turn design: 
 
At the end of the protected left-turn’s effective red, the left-turn queue length and time to 
dissipate the left-turn queue are: 
  




tqsQMint ,/111 −=  
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21   if                                                  0
  if     Q   s-t
 
 




ttMaxt −= ,0.0  
 
At end of the blocked green time, the left-turn queue length and time to dissipate the 








tqsQMint ,/3131 −=  
 




tqsQMaxQ ×−−= 3141 ,0.0  
 
Final queue length is reduced by the average number of sneakers, nf, per cycle 
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[ ] 14151 ,0.0 if QnQMaxQ =−=  
 
So, the leading left-turn traffic delay and volume are: 
( ) ( ) ( )









































21   if                                                  0
  if     Q   s-t
 
 




ttttqQV +++×+= 11       (5-5) 
 
Lagging left-turn design: 
 
Left-turn queue at end of effective red continues to grow during the blocked green time. 
Left-turn queue length and time to clear are: 
 









tqsQMint ,/2222 −=  
 









tqsQMint ,/3232 −=  
 
Queue length at end of protected green phase is: 
 
( )[ ] 23242 ,0.0 igapr QtqsQMaxQ pr =×−−=  
  
In this case, there are no sneakers. 
 
Lagging left-turn traffic delay and volume are: 
 
( ) ( )
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ttttqQV +++×+= 22       (5-8) 
 
Leading through traffic delay and volume are: 
  
( )[ ]211 2
1
qprqprqpr googrggroggroio
tqsttqtQD ×−−×××+×= +++++  
          (5-9) 
qpr ggrooiod
tqQV ++×+= 11        (5-10) 
 
uqpr gggrooio
tqQV +++×+= 11        (5-11) 
 
Lagging through traffic delay is: 
 
( )[ ]222 2
1
qprqprqpr googrggroggroio
tqsttqtQD ×−−×××+×= +++++   
          (5-12) 
qpr ggrooiod
tqQV ++×+= 22        (5-13) 
 
uqpr gggrooio
tqQV +++×+= 22        (5-14) 
 
From above through traffic Equations 5-19 ~ 5-14, when fixed-time signal is designed, 
Qoi1=Qoi2, Vod1=Vod2, Vo1=Vo2, so leading or lagging design does not affect through 
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traffic delay, When traffic signal is actuated, the difference is depended on the real traffic 
condition, the detail analysis is in Chapter 3.3.2. 
 
When traffic condition is unsaturated and traffic flow is uniform distribution, the left-turn 
traffic delay is: 
 































5.0      (5-15) 
 
Case 2 (leading left-turn): 

























          (5-16)  
           
Case 3 (leading left-turn): 
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d 5.01 )        (5-18) 
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Case 5 (lagging left-turn): 
























5.0   
          (5-19) 
 
5.1.2 Estimation incremental delay  2d
 
Equation 5-20 is used to estimate the incremental delay due to non-uniform arrivals and 
temporary cycle failures (random delay) as well as delay caused by sustained periods of 
oversaturation (oversaturation delay).  It is sensitive to the degree of saturation of the lane 
group (X), the duration of the analysis period (T), the capacity of the lane group (c) and 
the type of signal control, as reflected by the control parameter (k).  The equation 
assumes that there is no unmet demand which causes residual queues at the start of the 
analysis period (T).  








kIXXXTd 811900 22      (5-20) 
where 
2d  = incremental delay to account for the effect of random and oversaturation queues, 
adjusted for the duration of the analysis period and the type of signal control. This 
delay component assumes that there is no residual demand for the lane group at 
the start of the analysis period, s/veh, 
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T  = duration of analysis period, h, 
k  = incremental delay factor that is dependent on controller settings, 
I = upstream filtering/metering adjustment factor, 
c = lane group capacity in veh/h, and, 
X = lane group v/c ratio, or degree of saturation. 
 
5.1.3 Estimation supplement delay  3d
 
A generalized form of d3 appears as Equation 5-21.  It provides estimation of the 
supplemental control delay per vehicle (in seconds) when an initial queue of size Qb is 
present at the start of the analysis period T.  
 
( )[ cTtuQd b /118003 ]+=        (5-21) 
where 
bQ  = initial queue at the start of period T,veh, 
c  = adjusted lane group capacity, veh/h, 
T  = duration of the analysis period, h, 
t  = duration of unmet demand in T, h, and 
u  = delay parameter. 
 
The parameters t and u are determined according to the prevailing case.  Equations 5-22 
and 5-23 may be used to estimate the values for cases III, IV, and V: 
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if  then  0=bQ 0=t
 











,       (5-22) 
 
if  then  Tt < 0=u
 




,111 −−= ]        (5-23) 
 
In addition to the supplemental delay term, the analyst may be interested in computing 
the time at which the last vehicle which arrives during the analysis period clears the 
intersection (measured from the start of the time period T) due to the presence of an 
initial queue of length Qb.  This time is referred to as the supplemental clearing time, Tc. 
In cases I, II, III, all vehicles will clear at the end of the period T (in addition to the 
normal delays d1 + d2).  For cases IV and V, the last vehicle arriving in T will clear the 
intersection at time Tc > T (again, in addition to d1 + d2).  Therefore, a general formula 
for the supplemental clearing time in the case of an initial queue, measured from the start 










TMaxT bc ,        (5-24) 
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Note that in order to decide whether case III (t < T) or IV (t = T) applies, the value of t 
must first be computed from Equation 5-22. For cases III, IV, and V, the uniform control 
delay component (d1) must be evaluated using X = 1.0 for the period when an 
oversaturation queue exists (t) and using the actual X value for the remainder of the 
analysis period (T-t).  Therefore, in these cases, a time weighted value of d1 is to be used 







××+×=1       (5-25) 
 
where 
sd  = the saturated delay (d1 evaluated for X = 1.0), and 
ud  = the undersaturated delay (d1 evaluated for the actual X value). 
 
5.2 Left-turn Control Factors 
 
From Equation 5-1 ~ Equation 5-25, the factors that influence traffic delay are 
progression adjustment factor (PF), Incremental Delay Calibration Factor (k), traffic 
arriving rate (qa), protect departure rate (spr), permitted departure rate (spm), capacity (c), 




5.2.1 Progression adjustment factor 
 
Good signal progression will result in a high proportion of vehicles arriving on the green.  
Poor signal progression will result in a low proportion of vehicles arriving on the green.  
Progression primarily affects uniform delay, and for this reason, the adjustment is applied 










1         (5-26) 
 
where 
PF  = progression adjustment factor, 
P  = proportion of vehicles arriving on the green, 
C
g  = proportion of green time available, and, 
PAf  = supplemental adjustment factor for platoon arriving during the green. 
 
An important traffic characteristic that must be quantified to complete an operational 
analysis of a signalized intersection is the quality of the progression.  The parameter that 
describes this characteristic is the arrival type (AT) for each lane group.  According to 
HCM2000, six arrival types for the dominant arrival flow are defined. 
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Arrival Type 1: Dense platoon, containing over 80 percent of the lane group volume, 
arriving at the start of the red phase.  This AT is representative of network links that may 
experience very poor progression quality as a result of conditions such as overall network 
signal optimization. 
 
Arrival Type 2: Moderately dense platoon arriving in the middle of the red phase or 
dispersed platoon, containing 40 to 80 percent of the lane group volume, arriving 
throughout the red phase.  This AT is representative of unfavorable progression on two-
way streets. 
 
Arrival Type 3: Random arrivals in which the main platoon contains less than 40 percent 
of the lane group volume.  This AT is representative of operations at isolated and non-
interconnected signalized intersections characterized by highly dispersed platoons.  It 
may also be used to represent coordinated operation in which the benefits of progression 
are minimal. 
 
Arrival Type 4: Moderately dense platoon arriving in the middle of the green phase or 
dispersed platoon, containing 40 to 80 percent of the lane group volume, arriving 
throughout the green phase.  This AT is representative of favorable progression on a two-
way street. 
 
Arrival Type 5: Dense to moderately dense platoon, containing over 80 percent of the 
lane group volume, arriving at the start of the green phase.  This AT is representative of 
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highly favorable progression quality, which may occur on routes with low to moderate 
side-street entries and which receive high priority treatment in the signal timing plan. 
 
Arrival Type 6: This arrival type is reserved for exceptional progression quality on routes 
with near-ideal progression characteristics.  It is representative of very dense platoons 
progressing over a number of closely spaced intersections with minimal or negligible 
side-street entries. 
 
The arrival type should be determined as accurately as possible because it will have a 
significant impact on delay estimates and LOS determination.  Although there are no 
definitive parameters to precisely quantify arrival type, HCM2000 recommends using the 




PCR =          (5-27) 
 
where 
PR  = platoon ratio, 
P  = proportion of all vehicles in movement arriving during the green phase, 
C  = cycle length, s, and 
ig  = effective green time for the movement/lane group, s. 
 
P may be estimated or observed in the field, whereas gi and C are computed from the 
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signal timing.  The value of P may not exceed 1.0. 
 
When estimating delay for future situations involving coordination, it is advisable to 
assume Arrival Type 4 as a base condition for coordinated lane groups (except left turns).  
Arrival Type 3 should be assumed for all uncoordinated lane groups.  Movements made 
from exclusive left-turn lanes on protected phases are not usually provided with good 
progression.  Thus, Arrival Type 3 is usually assumed for coordinated left turns.  
 
5.2.2 Incremental delay calibration factor 
 
The calibration term (k) is included in Equation 5-28 to incorporate the effect of 
controller type on delay.  
 
( )( ) minmin 5.021 kXkk +−−=        (5-28) 
 
For fixed time signals, a value of k = 0.50 is recommended by HCM2000.  This is based 
on a queuing process with random arrivals and uniform service time equivalent to the 
lane group capacity.  Actuated controllers, on the other hand, have the ability to tailor the 
green time to traffic demand, thus reducing incremental delay.  The delay reduction 
depends in part on the controller's unit extension (UE), and the prevailing v/c ratio.  
Recent research indicates that lower unit extensions (i.e., snappy intersection operation) 
result in lower values of k and d2. However, when v/c approaches 1.0, an actuated 
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controller will tend to behave in a manner similar to a fixed time controller.  Thus, the (k) 
parameter will converge to the fixed time value of 0.50 when demand equals capacity.  
 
5.2.3 Arrival, departure rate and green time 
 
In HCM2000, protected-plus-permitted phases are analyzed by separating the portions of 
the phase into two lane groups for the sake of analysis. Each portion of the phase is then 
handled as if the other were not present.  The protected portion of the phase is treated as a 
protected phase.  The permitted portion of the phase is treated as a permitted phase. 
 
By doing this, separate saturation flow rates may be computed for each portion of the 
phase. 
 
 • The first portion of the phase, whether protected or permitted, is assumed to be fully 
utilized, that is, to have a v/c of 1.0, unless total demand is insufficient to use the capacity 
of that portion of the phase. 
 
• Any remaining demand not handled by the first portion of the phase is assigned to the 
second portion of the phase, whether protected or permitted.  
 





=        (5-29) 
 
where X is lane group v/c ratio, or degree of saturation. 
 
Two departure rates are determined in Equation 5-30 and Equation 5-31: 
 
• the protected-phase departure rate,  
 
3600
ss pr =          (5-30) 
 
where s is saturation flow rate for the protected phase; and 
 












s         (5-31) 
 
where s is the adjusted saturation flow rate for the permitted phase. 
 
Since permitted departure rate has significant relationship with green time, so the green 
time difference between leading and lagging left-turn is discussed below.  For exclusive 
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lane operation, the leading green Figure 5-1, G1, is followed by G/Y1, a period during 
which the left-turn change and clearance interval is displayed, and the through movement 
continues with a green ball indication.  G2 has a green ball indication for both the 
through and left-turn movements, followed by a full change and clearance interval for all 
north-south movements, Y2.  The effective green time for the permitted phase, g*, is 
equal to G2 + Y2 for the NB direction.  Note that there is no lost time for the NB 
movements, since both were initiated in the leading phase, and the lost time is assessed 
there.  For the NB phase, gq is referenced to the beginning of the opposing (SB) effective 
green.  Again, the value needed is the portion of the NB g* blocked by the clearance of 
the opposing queue.  Because the NB effective green (g*) does not account for lost time, 
gq* = gq + tL.  On the other hand, the lagging green Figure 5-2, G1, is followed by G/Y1, 
a period during which the left-turn change and clearance interval is displayed, and the 
through movement continues with a green ball indication.  G2 has a green ball indication 
for the through traffic and a green arrow for the left-turn movement, followed by a full 
change and clearance interval for all north-south movements, Y2.  The effective green 
time for the NB permitted phase, g*, is equal to G1 + G/Y1-tL for the NB direction.  The 
gq is referenced to the beginning of the opposing (SB) effective green.  The NB effective 
green gq* = gq. 
 
When the phases time are same between leading and lagging signal, the time tr and tgo 
will be same, so the through traffic will not affect left turn delay between them.  However 
the lagging phase tgpr will be leading tgpr plus yellow and clearing time, lagging tgpm will 













leading gq will be same with lagging gq.  So leading tgu = tgpm - tgq is greater than lagging 
tgu when tgu > 4 second, otherwise they have same tgu = 4 seconds and leading tgq = tgpm 
- tgu will be greater than lagging tgq. 
 
5.2.4 Capacity and v/c factor 
 
Capacity at signalized intersections is based upon the concept of saturation flow and 
saturation flow rate.  The flow ratio for a given lane group is defined as the ratio of the 
actual or projected demand flow rate for the lane group (vi) and the saturation flow rate 
(si).  The flow ratio is given the symbol (v/s)i for lane group i.  The capacity of a given 




sc iii =          (5-32) 
 
where 
ic  = capacity of lane group i, veh/h, 
is  = saturation flow rate for lane group i, veh/h,  
Cgi / = effective green ratio for lane group i. 
 
The ratio of flow rate to capacity (v/c), often called the volume-to-capacity ratio, is given 
the symbol X in intersection analysis.  It is typically referred to as degree of saturation. 





















== /        (5-33) 
 
where 
iX  = = ratio for lane group i, ( )icv /
iv  = actual or projected demand flow rate for lane group i, veh/h, 
is  = saturation flow rate for lane group i, veh/h, 
ig  = effective green time for lane group i, s, and 
C  = cycle length, s. 
 
Sustainable values of Xi range from 1.0 when the flow rate equals capacity to zero when 
the flow rate is zero.  Values above 1.0 indicate an excess of demand over capacity.  
 
5.3 Main Control Factor for Left-turn Comparison 
 
Among these factors that influence traffic delay d1, d2, d3, the PF factor should be 
determined as accurately as possible because it will have a significant impact on delay 
estimates.  However, there are no definitive parameters to precisely quantify arrival type 
right now, the PF factor is hard to be controlled.  The k factor is determined when the 
intersection control type is selected.  For fixed time signal, k=0.5; for actuated signal, k 
depends on the prevailing v/c ratio.  When v/c approaches 1.0, an actuated controller will 
tend to behave in a manner similar to a fixed time controller.  Thus, k will converge to the 
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fixed time value of 0.50 when demand equals capacity.  Departure rate factors are 
determined by green time, however green time is the control target, so these factors are 
not selected to be main control factor. 
 
From Chapter 5.2 analysis, capacity and demand are relatively easy to be measured and 
they are also important factors for left-turn traffic control.  So  = (  ratio is 
selected to compare leading and lagging left-turn delay d1, d2, d3.  From equation 5-33, 
 is actual or projected demand flow rate which reflects the dynamic change of 
upcoming traffic flow,  is saturation flow rate which reflects the intersection real 





Figure 5-3 ~ 5-5 show the difference of leading and lagging left-turn traffic delay.  The 
study period is chosen in peak hour, cycle length is 54s, g/c for left-turn traffic is 0.59, 
g/c for through traffic is 0.46, through traffic v/c=1.0, the number of lanes is 4 for both 
directions, and pedestrians are not included.  
 
From Figure5-3 and 5-4, for isolated signal, leading d1 is always lower than lagging d1 
no matter fixed or actuated; leading d2 is always higher than lagging d2 no matter fixed 
or actuated; leading d3 is very higher than lagging d3 when v/c exceeds 1.0.  Composing 
d1, d2, d3, the leading total delay d is lower than lagging total delay d when v/c is 
relatively lower; the leading total delay d is higher than lagging total delay d when v/c is 



































































































Figure 5-5.  The delay difference for coordinated signal 
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with  lagging d1, the difference between them is very closed to zero; leading d2 is always 
higher than lagging; leading d3 is very higher than lagging d3 when v/c exceeds 1.0. 
Composing d1, d2, d3, the leading total delay d is higher than lagging total delay d, 
especially when v/c exceeds 1.0. 
 
5.4 Sensitivity Results of Control Factors 
 
Delay is relatively insensitive to demand levels until demand exceeds 90 percent of 
capacity, then delay is highly sensitive to not only changes in demand, but also changes 
in g/C.  The study period is chosen in peak hour, cycle length is 54s, g/c for left-turn 
traffic is 0.59, g/c for through traffic is 0.46, through traffic v/c=1.0, the number of lanes 
is 4 for both directions, and pedestrians are not included. 
 
5.4.1 Sensitivity of delay to left-turn demand/capacity ratio 
 
Figure 5-6 and 5-7 show the left-turn delay change based on v/c ratio.  No matter leading 
or lagging left-turn operation, the delay will increases as v/c ratio increases, and will 
increases significantly when v/c exceeds 1.0. 
 
5.4.2 Sensitivity of delay to single-lane high volume through traffic g/c ratio 
 
Figure 5-8 and 5-9 are sensitivity of left-turn traffic delay to single through lane traffic 
g/c ratio when through traffic volume closes to capacity and left-turn g/c is 0.59.  In such  
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Figure 5-6.  Sensitivity of leading left-turn delay to v/c ratio 
 
 



















































































Figure 5-9.  Lagging left-turn delay sensitivity to v/c for through traffic g/c ratio  
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condition, leading left-turn traffic delay will be lowest when left-turn v/c is greater than 
0.3 and through traffic g/c is lowest, and it is insensitive.  Lagging left-turn traffic delay 
will be lowest when left-turn v/c is greater than 0.5 and through traffic g/c is lowest, its 
delay is insensitive. 
 
Figure 5-10 and 5-11 are sensitivity of total traffic delay to single through lane traffic g/c 
ratio when through traffic volume closes to capacity and left-turn g/c is 0.59.  In such 
condition, leading total traffic delay will be lowest when left-turn v/c is lesser than 1.0 
and through traffic g/c is highest, or left-turn v/c is greater than 1.0 and through traffic g/c 
is second lower, and it is insensitive when left-turn v/c is lower than 1.0 for highest 
through traffic g/c and left-turn v/c is lower than 1.4 for second lower through traffic g/c.  
Lagging total traffic delay will be lowest when left-turn v/c is lesser than 0.9 and through 
traffic g/c is highest, or left-turn v/c is greater than 0.9, lesser than 1.4 and through traffic 
g/c is second higher, or left-turn v/c is greater than 1.4 and through traffic g/c is second 
lower, and it is insensitive when left-turn v/c is lower than 0.9 for highest through traffic 
g/c, left-turn v/c is greater than 0.9 and lower than 1.4 for second higher through traffic 
g/c, and left-turn v/c is greater than 1.4 for second lower through traffic g/c. 
 
5.4.3 Sensitivity of delay to single-lane low volume through traffic g/c ratio 
 
Figure 5-12 and Figure 5-13 are sensitivity of left-turn traffic delay to single through lane 
traffic g/c ratio when through traffic volume is lower and left-turn g/c is 0.59.  In such 
























































































































Figure 5-13.  Lagging left-turn delay sensitivity to v/c for through traffic g/c ratio  
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0.55 and through traffic g/c is lowest, or left-turn v/c is lesser than 0.55 and through 
traffic g/c is highest, and it is a little sensitive.  Lagging left-turn traffic delay will be 
lowest when left-turn v/c is greater than 0.75 and through traffic g/c is lowest, or left-turn 
v/c is lesser than 0.75 and through traffic g/c is highest, and it is a little sensitive. 
 
Figure 5-14 and Figure 5-15 are sensitivity of total traffic delay to single through lane 
traffic g/c ratio when through traffic volume lower and left-turn g/c is 0.59.  In such 
condition, leading total traffic delay will be lowest when through traffic g/c is highest, 
and it is insensitive when left-turn v/c is lower than 0.8 and sensitive when left-turn v/c is 
greater than 0.8.  Lagging total traffic delay will be lowest when left-turn v/c is lesser 
than 0.9 and through traffic g/c is highest, or left-turn v/c is greater than 0.9and through 
traffic g/c is lowest, and it is insensitive when left-turn v/c is lower than 0.9 for highest 
through traffic g/c, and left-turn v/c is greater than 0.9 for lowest through traffic g/c. 
 
5.4.4 Sensitivity of delay to multi-lane high volume through traffic g/c ratio 
 
Figure 5-16 and Figure 5-17 are sensitivity of left-turn traffic delay to multi through lane 
traffic g/c ratio when through traffic volume closes to capacity and left-turn g/c is 0.59.  
In such condition, either leading or lagging left-turn traffic delay will be lowest when 
left-turn v/c is greater than 0.4 and through traffic g/c is lowest, and it is insensitive. 
 
Figure 5-18 and Figure 5-19 are sensitivity of total traffic delay to multi through lane 

















































































































































































Figure 5-19.  Lagging total delay sensitivity to v/c for through traffic g/c ratio  
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In such condition, leading total traffic delay will be lowest when left-turn v/c is lesser 
than 0.9 and through traffic g/c is highest, or left-turn v/c is greater than 0.9 and lesser 
than 1.3 for second higher through traffic g/c, or left-turn v/c is greater than 1.3 for 
through traffic g/c is second lower, and it is insensitive when left-turn v/c is lower than 
0.9 for highest through traffic g/c, left-turn v/c is greater than 0.9 and lesser than 1.3 for 
second higher through traffic g/c, and left-turn v/c is greater than 1.3 for second lower 
through traffic g/c.  Lagging total traffic delay will be lowest when left-turn v/c is lesser 
than 0.9 and through traffic g/c is highest, or left-turn v/c is greater than 0.9 and through 
traffic g/c is second higher, and it is insensitive when left-turn v/c is lower than 0.9 for 
highest through traffic g/c, left-turn v/c is greater than 0.9 for second higher through 
traffic g/c. 
 
5.4.5 Sensitivity of delay to multi-lane lower volume through traffic g/c ratio 
 
Figure 5-20 and Figure 5-21 are sensitivity of left-turn traffic delay to multi through lane 
traffic g/c ratio when through traffic volume is lower and left-turn g/c is 0.59.  In such 
condition, leading left-turn traffic delay will be lowest when left-turn v/c is greater than 
0.2 and through traffic g/c is lowest, and it is a little sensitive.  Lagging left-turn traffic 
delay will be lowest when left-turn v/c is greater than 0.45 and through traffic g/c is 

































































Figure 5-21.  Lagging left-turn delay sensitivity to v/c for through traffic g/c ratio  
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Figure 5-22 and Figure 5-23 are sensitivity of total traffic delay to multi through lane 
traffic g/c ratio when through traffic volume lower and left-turn g/c is 0.59.  In such 
condition, leading total traffic delay will be lowest when left-turn v/c is lesser than 0.9 
and through traffic g/c is highest, or left-turn v/c is greater than 0.9 and lesser than 1.5 for 
second lower through traffic g/c, or  left-turn v/c is greater than 1.5 for lowest through 
traffic g/c, and it is insensitive when left-turn v/c is lower than 0.9 for highest through 
traffic g/c, or left-turn v/c is greater than 0.9 and lesser than 1.5 for second lower through 
traffic g/c, and left-turn v/c is greater than 1.5 for lowest through traffic g/c.  Lagging 
total traffic delay will be lowest when left-turn v/c is lesser than 0.9 and through traffic 
g/c is highest, or left-turn v/c is greater than 0.9 and through traffic g/c is second highter, 
and it is insensitive when left-turn v/c is lower than 0.9 for highest through traffic g/c, 



























































Figure 5-23.  Lagging total delay sensitivity to v/c for through traffic g/c ratio 
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Chapter 6  Formulating Left-turn Phase Fuzzy Control Rules 
and Membership Functions 
 
In Chapter 6, fuzzy control logic is introduced, and fuzzification, defuzzification in the 
control process is also discussed.  Based on Chapter 5 results and using linguistic 
variables, the fuzzy control rules and membership functions are derived.   
 
6.1 Fuzzy Control Logic 
 
6.1.1 Fuzzy logic theory 
 
Fuzzy logic allows the implementation of real-life rules similar to the way humans would 
think.  The beauty of fuzzy logic is that it allows fuzzy terms and conditions such as 
“heavy”, “less”, and “longer” to be quantized and understood by the computer. 
 
Fuzzy sets: A fuzzy set s is an ordered pair (X, f), where X is a vector space (usually the 
real line R) and f is a set membership function mapping X onto the interval [0,1] of the 
real line R, . ]1,0[: →Xf
 
In a fuzzy control problem, X is the signal space of a signal or a vector signal, 
respectively. A set is associated with the fuzzy set XS ⊂ ),( fXs =  in a natural way: 
 is the closure of the set in X where f attains positive values. { 0)(, >∈= xfXxclS }
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Notice that the set membership function f is normalized in the sense that the value f(x) = 
1 is attained for at least one element XSx ⊂∈ .  However, this normalization has mainly 
been introduced for practical and intuitive reasons.  Usually, a fuzzy set is a constant 
construct, a time-invariant part of a fuzzy control system. 
 
The weight w and the centroid c of a fuzzy set ),( fXs =  are defined as follows: 
 
∫= dxxfw )(  
 










where all of the integrals are taken over the signal space X. 
 
Fuzzy variables: A fuzzy variable v is an ordered pair (s,d) where s is a fuzzy set and 
 a real bounded variable.  ]1,0[∈d
 
Fuzzy variables arise in the fuzzification operation in a natural way: For the variable 
, the real variable d is the degree of membership in the fuzzy set s.  In another 
interpretation of a fuzzy variable, the real variable d “modulates” the fuzzy set s: The 
scaler d and the set membership function  of the fuzzy set s define a new 






“linear modulation”: )()( xfdxg •=  
“modulation by clipping”: )),(min()( dxfxg =  
 
Using the linear modulation scheme, the function g obtained by linear modulation 
typically contains more detailed information about the structure of the fuzzy variable.  
Notice that the linear modulation scheme results in a linear reduction of the weight of the 
fuzzy variable, , while the centroid remains unchanged,  for all 
. 
sv wdw •= sv cc ≡
]1,0[∈d
 
However, for calculation with a fuzzy variable, it is more practical to use the 
“modulated” function g  than to keep the scalar  and the set membership function  of 
the underlying fuzzy set  apart.  Furthermore, the restriction  for all 
d f
s 1)( ≤xg Xx ∈  can 
be dropped. This is practical when sums of fuzzy variables are calculated. 
 
Fuzzy logic:  Fuzzy logic defines the rules governing the operators intersection and 
union of fuzzy sets.  
 
Consider two fuzzy sets  and ),( 11 fXs = ),( 22 fXs =  defined on the same signal space 
X and their associated sets  and , respectively.  An arbitrary element 
belongs to the union  of the two fuzzy sets  and  with degree 
XS ⊂1 XS ⊂2
Xx ∈ 21 ss ∪ 1s 2s
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))(),(max( 21 xfxfd = .  An arbitrary element Xx ∈ belongs to the intersection 21 ss ∩  of 
the two fuzzy sets  and  with degree1s 2s ))(),(min( 21 xfxfd = .  
 
Consequently, the union operator and the intersection operator yield the fuzzy sets 
 and )),max(,( 2121 ffXss =∪ )),min(,( 2121 ffXss =∩ , respectively.  Notice that the 
intersection  is a degenerated fuzzy set in the sense that its set membership 
function  does not map onto the interval[0,1] as requested by the definition of 
a fuzzy set.  This detail is not pursued any further here because in fuzzy control, all 




6.1.2 Fuzzification and defuzzification in the control process 
 
Fuzzification: Consider a signal space X covered by several fuzzy sets . The 
fuzzy question is: Given a vector
kisi ,...,1, =
Xx ∈ , to which of the fuzzy sets  does is x  belong or, 
in which of the sets  associated with the fuzzy sets  does iS is x  lie? In mathematical set 
theory, the answer for each of the sets  is a binary one. In fuzzy set theory, set 
membership is “by degree”. 
iS
 
Consider a fuzzy set .  An arbitrary element ),( fXs = Xx ∈  belongs to the fuzzy set s  
with degree .   Hence, the answer to the fuzzy question is : )(xfd = x  belongs to each of 
the fuzzy sets  to some degree, degree is kixfd ii ,...,1),( == . 
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Defuzzification: Defuzzification is the process of assigning a representative value to a 
fuzzy variable.  Consider a fuzzy variable  on the signal space  which is 




The defuzzification operator  maps the fuzzy variable  to the cintroid  of the 



















where both of the integrals are calculated over the signal space . The 
defuzzification operation  is understood to accept an arbitrary representation of the 





6.1.3 Fuzzy rules 
 
Fuzzy rules are used in fuzzy control in order to define the map from the fuzzified input 
signals ( error signals, measured signals, or command signals) of the fuzzy controller to 
its fuzzy output signals (control signals). 
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Fuzzy SISO rule: The SISO rule mapping the fuzzy input variable  to the 
fuzzy output variable (of the fuzzy controller) is defined by .  If 
the value of the signal belongs to the fuzzy set  to degree  then the fuzzy set  of 
the control signal is fired to degree  
),( 111 dsv =
),( uuu dsv = ),( 1dsv uu =
1s 1d us
1ddu =  .  The value ( )tu  of the control signal is 
obtained by “defuzzification” after all of the fuzzy rules pertaining to the control signal 
have been processed. 
 
Fuzzy AND rule: The AND rule mapping the fuzzy input variables  and 
 to the fuzzy output variable 
),( 111 dsv =
),( 222 dsv = ),( uuu dsv =  is defined by 
.  If the value of the first signal belongs to the fuzzy set  to degree 
 and the value of the second signal belongs to the fuzzy set  to degree  then the 
fuzzy set  of the control signal is fired to the smaller of the two degrees,  
 .  The value 
)),min(,( 21 ddsv uu = 1s
1d 2s 2d
us
),min( 21 dddu = ( )tu  of the control signal is obtained by “defuzzification” 
after all of the fuzzy rules pertaining to the control signal have been processed.  It should 
be obvious how the definition of the fuzzy AND rule can be extended to three or more 
fuzzy input variables. 
 
Other fuzzy rules: In analogy to the fuzzy AND rule, fuzzy OR rule and more 
complicated logical combinations for fuzzy rules could be defined.  This research prefers 
to use fuzzy AND rule exclusively because OR and AND rules together typically results 
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in a weaker contribution to the overall fuzzy output variables and the corresponding 
defuzzified control variables.  
 
6.1.4 Fuzzy associative memory 
 
For a fuzzy controller, the collection of all of its fuzzy rules is called the fuzzy 
associative memory. For every control cycle, each of the fuzzy rules is evaluated.  This 
can be done by massively parallel processing.  The output of each fuzzy rule is a fuzzy 
variable.  The output of the fuzzy associative memory is equal to the sum of all these 
fuzzy variables.  
 
6.2 Deriving Membership Functions 
 
For the traffic signal control, there are four membership functions for each of the input 
and output fuzzy variable of the system.  Table 6-1 shows the fuzzy variables of Arrival, 
Queue and Extension of the system.  
 
The graphical representation of the membership functions of the linguistic variables is 
presented in Figure 6-1. It can be observed that the y-axis is the degree of the 
membership of each of the fuzzy variable. For the input fuzzy variables the universe of 
discourse (the x-axis) is the quantized sensor signals which sensed the quantity of the 
vehicles.  For the output fuzzy variable the universe of discourse is the length of time to 
be extended in seconds.  In this control, two detectors are located per each approach lane. 
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Table 6-1.  Fuzzy variables for dynamic traffic signal control
Arrival Queue Extension 
Almost zero-AZ Almost zero-QZ Zero-Z 
A few-AF A few-QF Short-S 
Medium-AMD Medium-QMD Medium-M 
Many-AMY Many-QMY Long-L 
 
 
AZ AF AMD AMY
1
0 No. of Arrival Vehivles
0 3 6 9
Input Fuzzy Variable: Arrival  
QZ QF QMD QMY
1
0 No. of Queue Vehivles
0 3 6 9
Input Fuzzy Variable: Queue  
Z S M L
1
0 EXT. Time (s)
0 3 6 9
Output Fuzzy Variable: Extension Time  
Figure 6-1.  Membership functions of the fuzzy green extender 
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The location of the first one in through lane is approximate 330 ft upstream of the stop 
line and the second one is at the stop line.  This means that we know how many vehicles 
are approaching the stop line within next 6-8 seconds.  The location of the first one in  
left-turn lane is approximate 200 ft upstream of the stop line or the start end of the left-
turn lane and the second one is at the stop line. 
 
From Figure 6-1, it can be observed that nine vehicles have been assigned as “Many” 
fuzzy sets in this simulation which have a full membership.  For “Medium” fuzzy sets, a 
full membership is six vehicles and so on.  For the output fuzzy variable, a  “long” fuzzy 
set with a membership of “1” would be in the region of 9 seconds, whereas a “Medium” 
fuzzy set would be in the region of 6 seconds, and so on.  The configuration of these 
membership functions is done according to expert observation of the system and 
environment. 
 
However, the width and center of the membership functions of these fuzzy sets can be 
easily changed and configured according to different traffic situations and conditions.  
For example, if the junction is too congested, the number of vehicles in the fuzzy sets 
“Many” is needed to be increased.  On the other hand, for a less congested junction the 
width of the membership functions can be reduced. It can be observed that in fuzzy logic 
control the transition from one fuzzy set to another provides a smooth transition from one 
control action to another, thus, the need to overlap these fuzzy sets.  If there is no 
overlapping in the fuzzy sets then the control action would resemble bivalent control.  On 
the other hand if there is too much overlap in the fuzzy sets, there would be a lot of 
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fuzziness and this blurs the distinction in the control action.  A heuristic approach is to 
overlap the fuzzy sets by about 25%. 
 
6.3 Formulating Left-turn Phase Fuzzy Control Rules  
 
Signal left-turn phase control deals with a complex multi-objective and multi-constraint 
problem in which the optimization performed is based mainly on recent information.  In 
other words, the complexity of a system increases, our ability to make precise and yet 
significant statements about its behaviors diminishes, and significance and complexity 
become almost mutually exclusive characteristics.  How to weight and control these 
objectives is a big issue which is becoming the scope that this research is going to solve 
out.  
 
Fuzzy logic is often used to identify and recognize certain patterns of traffic flow, 
allowing the most appropriate signal timings to be defined and implemented as the traffic 
situation change (Hoyer et al. [32]) and Zhou et al. [33].  It works in the same way as the 
traditional adaptive control, but the extensions are adjusted by a fuzzy selector.  So, a 
better solution might be the mechanism of human thinking with linguistic fuzzy values 
rather than numbers (0/1). 
 
However, all of the aforementioned efforts were based on operations with predetermined 
phase orders. The extent of the control decisions made by the various fuzzy logic 
algorithms was limited to skipping, terminating, and extending certain phases in a 
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predetermined phase sequence. Adding, changing, and rearranging the fixed phase order 
in real time, which would afford more flexibility for optimization purposes, were beyond 
the capability of these algorithms. 
 
This dissertation aims to venture beyond controlling the duration of each signal phase 
alone by introducing the added control of phase orders in real time. To this end, a four-
level fuzzy logic control model (Author [34]) was designed to determine which phase 
order should be chosen per cycle, and whether the leading or lagging signal phase should 
be selected or terminated in signal operations.  The fuzzy rules are working at following 
four levels: Traffic situation level, Phase status level, Phase order level, and Green ending 
or extension level. 
 
6.3.1 Traffic situation level 
 
The through traffic situation is divided into four different categories: oversaturated (O), 
normal without gap (N), normal with gap (G) and low (L) demand.   
 
So the through traffic fuzzy rules are: 
 If min (TOCC) is high then TS is O or 
 If max (TOCC) is zero and TVOL is low then TS is L or 
 If max (TOCC) is zero and TVOL is more than normal then TS is N or 
 If max (TOCC) is normal and TVOL is less than normal then TS is G or 
 If max (TOCC) is normal and TVOL is high then TS is O 
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Where TVOL is the through traffic volume of the last time period, perhaps 5 min;  
TOCC is the through traffic occupancy (in %) of the first detector during the last 
time period; and 
TS is the through traffic situation. 
 
The left-turn traffic situation is divided into three different categories: oversaturated (O), 
normal (N) and low (L) demand. 
 
So the left-turn traffic fuzzy rules are: 
 If LVOL is any and min (LOCC) is high then LS is oversaturated (O) or 
 If LVOL is low and max (LOCC) is zero then LS is low (L) or 
 If LVOL is any and max (LOCC) is normal then LS is normal (N) 
 
Where LVOL is the left-turn traffic volume of the last time period;  
LOCC is the left-turn traffic occupancy (in %) of the first detector during the last 
time period; and 
 LS is the left-turn traffic situation. 
 
Note that in these rules there are terms such as low, normal, which are qualitative in 
nature and will be determined, or quantified, with membership functions to be designated 
by the user or traffic engineer later on when implementing the proposed framework. 
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6.3.2 Phase status level 
 
In this level, phase status (PS): permitted-phase (PP), leading-phase (LEP) and lagging-
phase (LAP) are decided by fuzzy phase status selector.  
 
Based on chapter 3 analysis results, the phase status fuzzy rules for isolated intersection 
(Table 6-2) are: 
 
 If LS is L and TS is O then PS is LEP or 
 If LS is N and TS is O then PS is LAP or 
 If LS is N and TS is N then PS is LEP or 
 If LS is O and TS is L then PS is LEP or 
 If LS is O and TS is more than L then PS is LAP 
 Otherwise the PS is PP 
 
Based on chapter 4 analysis results, the phase status fuzzy rules for coordinated 
intersections (Table 6-3) are: 
 
 If LS is L and TS is O then PS is LAP or 
 If LS is N and TS is O then PS is LAP or 
 If LS is N and TS is N then PS is LAP or 
 If LS is O then PS is LAP or 
 Otherwise the PS is PP 
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Table 6-2.  Phase status fuzzy rules for isolated traffic signal control 
 Through traffic 
 L G N O 
L PP PP PP LEP 







O LEP LAP LAP LAP 
 
 
Table 6-3.  Phase status fuzzy rules for coordinated traffic signal control 
 Through traffic 
 L G N O 
L PP PP PP LAP 











It is often the case that a lagging protected phase is not allowable due to the possibility of 
opposing left turn drivers being caught in a left turn “trap,” in which they incorrectly 
assume that their movement is being terminated at the same time as that of traffic 
opposing them. This confusion is eliminated at intersections without opposing left turning 
traffic, such as T-intersections or intersections with one-way streets; or it can be avoided 
by the use of “Dallas” left turn phasing or others, in which left turn drivers are shown an 
exclusive display of the opposing traffic’s indication [3], [35]. 
 
6.3.3 Phase order level 
 
The goal of this level is to determine the best phase order. The phase order (PO) will be 
decided based on the above fuzzy phase status results. 
 
If PS in all approaches is PP then PO is TT 
If PS in approach 1 is LEP and the opposing approach 2 is PP then PO is 
LT1+TT 
If PS in approach 1 is PP and the opposing approach 2 is LAP then PO is 
TT+LT2 
If PS in all approaches is LEP then PO is LL+TT 
If PS in approach 1 is LEP and the opposing approach 2 is LAP then PO is 
LT1+TT+LT2 
If PS in all approaches is LAP then PO is TT+LL 
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Where TT : through phase with permitted left-turn, 
LT1+TT: first phase is protected left-turn and through phase in the same direction, 
second phase is through phase with permitted left-turn, 
TT+LT2: first phase is through phase with permitted left-turn, second phase is 
protected left-turn and through phase in same direction, 
LL+TT: first phase is protected left-turn, second phase is through phase with 
permitted left-turn, 
LT1+TT+LT2: first phase is protected left-turn and through phase in the same 
direction, second phase is through phase with permitted left-turn, third phase is 
protected left-turn and through phase in other same direction, 
TT+LL: first phase is through phase with permitted left-turn, second phase is 
protected left-turn. 
 
6.3.4 Phase green ending or extension level 
 
At this final level, the green duration of a phase is determined by a fuzzy green extender. 
The goal of this level is to adjust the cycle length, divide the cycle into appropriate 
durations of green phases, and maximize the capacity along the way. The input variables 
of the level are the numbers of arriving and queued vehicles. The output is the extension 
of the movement groups for the phase (EXT). All input and output variables are 
controlled by fuzzy sets membership functions, which are discussed in Chapter 6.2. 
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Two-phase Vehicle Control 
 
Based on PO results in 6.3.3, if PO in major road and minor road both are TT, the fuzzy 
green extender uses the following two-phase control. 
 
There are only two input variables for fuzzy rule base: 
A = approaching vehicles (AZ, AF, AMD, or AMY) for the green approach at time t; 
Q = queuing vehicles (QZ, QF, QMD, or QMY) for the red approach at time t. 
 
Due to the membership assignment, these linguistic variables can be taken care of 
through fuzzy logic technology.  The fuzzy rules are showed in the Table 6-4. 
 
Based on the membership functions derived in 6.2, the output EXT is: 
After minimum green (4s), 
      if A is AZ then terminate immediately (0s) 
 or if A is AF and Q is more than QF then terminate immediately (0s) 
 or if A is AF and Q is less than QMD then EXT is short (3s) 
 or if A is AMD and Q is QMY then terminate immediately (0s) 
 or if A is AMD and Q is QMD then EXT is short (3s) 
 or if A is AMD and Q is less than QMD then EXT is medium (6s) 
 or if A is AMY and Q is QMY then EXT is short (3s) 




Table 6-4.  Two-phase fuzzy green extender fuzzy rules 
 Arrival 
 AZ AF AMD AMY 
QZ Z S M L 
QF Z S M M 





QMY Z Z Z S 
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or if A is AMY and Q is QZ then EXT is long (9s). 
 
After the first extension (EXT1+minimum green 4s), 
      if A is AZ then terminate immediately (0s) 
 or if A is AF and Q is more than QF then terminate immediately (0s) 
 or if A is AF and Q is less than QMD then EXT is short (3s) 
 or if A is AMD and Q is QMY then terminate immediately (0s) 
 or if A is AMD and Q is QMD then EXT is short (3s) 
 or if A is AMD and Q is less than QMD then EXT is medium (6s) 
 or if A is AMY and Q is QMY then EXT is short (3s) 
or if A is AMY and Q is less than QMY and more than QZ then EXT is medium 
(6s) 
 or if A is AMY and Q is QZ then EXT is long (9s). 
…… 
 
After the nth extension (EXT1+EXT2+…+EXTn+minimum green 4s), 
      if A is AZ then terminate immediately (0s) 
 or if A is AF and Q is more than QF then terminate immediately (0s) 
 or if A is AF and Q is less than QMD then EXT is short (3s) 
 or if A is AMD and Q is QMY then terminate immediately (0s) 
 or if A is AMD and Q is QMD then EXT is short (3s) 
 or if A is AMD and Q is less than QMD then EXT is medium (6s) 
 or if A is AMY and Q is QMY then EXT is short (3s) 
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or if A is AMY and Q is less than QMY and more than QZ then EXT is medium 
(6s) 
 or if A is AMY and Q is QZ then EXT is long (9s). 
 
Multi-phase Vehicle Control 
 
If there is protected left-turn phase in the signal control, the fuzzy green extender uses the 
below multi-phase control Table 6-5. 
 
The input variables for fuzzy rule base: 
A = approaching vehicles (AZ, AF, AMD, or AMY) at time t for the green approach; 
Q1 = queuing vehicles (QZ, QF, QMD, or QMY) for the red approach at time t for phase 
1 in comparison with phase 2; 
Q2 = queuing vehicles (QZ, QF, QMD, or QMY) for the red approach at time t for phase 
1 in comparison with phase 3; 
…… 
Qn = queuing vehicles (QZ, QF, QMD, or QMY) for the red approach at time t for phase 
1 in comparison with (phase 2+…+ phase n) 
 
The output variables for fuzzy rule base: 
EXT1 = extension timing for phase 1 in comparison with phase2 




Table 6-5.  Multi-phase fuzzy green extender fuzzy rules 
 Arrival-phase1 
 AZ AF AMD AMY 
QZ Z S M L 
QF Z S M M 














QMY Z Z Z S 
 AZ AF AMD AMY 
QZ Z S M L 
QF Z S M M 



















QMY Z Z Z S 
…
 … … … … … 
 AZ AF AMD AMY 
QZ Z S M L 
QF Z S M M 













QMY Z Z Z S 
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EXTn = extension timing for phase 1 in comparison with phase 2+…+n 
EXT = min(EXT1, EXT2, …, EXTn) 
 
The general fuzzy rules are: 
 
 If W(p) is many then phase p will be the next one, 
 If W(pi) is medium and W(pj) is a few then phase (i) will be the next one, 
 If W(pi) is a few and W(pj) is a zero then phase (i) will be the next one, 
 The maximum waiting time of each vehicle cannot be too long, 
 Otherwise the phase will be as planned. 
 
For example, if PO results in Chapter 6.3.3 are LL+TT in major road and TT in minor 
road, based on above rules and membership functions in Chapter 6.2, the output EXT of 
the three phase control are: 
 
After the minimum green (4s), 
 If A is AMY then phase 1 will be extended to: 
  if Q1 is QMY then EXT1 is short (3s) 
  if Q1 is less than QMY and more than QZ then EXT1 is medium (6s) 
  if Q1 is QZ then EXT1 is long (9s). 
if Q2 is QMY then EXT2 is short (3s) 
  if Q2 is less than QMY and more than QZ then EXT2 is medium (6s) 
  if Q2 is QZ then EXT2 is long (9s). 
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if Q3 is QMY then EXT3 is short (3s) 
  if Q3 is less than QMY and more than QZ then EXT3 is medium (6s) 
  if Q3 is QZ then EXT3 is long (9s). 
 if A is AMD then phase 1 will be extended to: 
if Q1 is QMY then EXT1 is zero (0s) 
  if Q1 is QMD then EXT1 is short (3s) 
  if Q1 is less than QMD then EXT1 is medium (6s) 
if Q2 is QMY then EXT2 is zero (0s) 
  if Q2 is QMD then EXT2 is short (3s) 
  if Q2 is less than QMD then EXT2 is medium (6s) 
if Q3 is QMY then EXT3 is zero (0s) 
  if Q3 is QMD then EXT3 is short (3s) 
  if Q3 is less than QMD then EXT3 is medium (6s) 
 if A is AF then phase 1 will be extended to: 
if Q1 is more than QF then EXT1 is zero (0s) 
  if Q1 is less than QMD then EXT1 is short (3s) 
if Q2 is more than QF then EXT2 is zero (0s) 
  if Q2 is less than QMD then EXT2 is short (3s) 
if Q3 is more than QF then EXT3 is zero (0s) 
  if Q3 is less than QMD then EXT3 is short (3s) 
 if A is AZ then EXT1, EXT2, EXT3 are zero (0s) 
  EXT = min (EXT1, EZT2, EXT3) 
…… 
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 If A is AMY then phase 1 will be extended to: 
  if Q1 is QMY then EXT1 is short (3s) 
  if Q1 is less than QMY and more than QZ then EXT1 is medium (6s) 
  if Q1 is QZ then EXT1 is long (9s). 
if Q2 is QMY then EXT2 is short (3s) 
  if Q2 is less than QMY and more than QZ then EXT2 is medium (6s) 
  if Q2 is QZ then EXT2 is long (9s). 
if Q3 is QMY then EXT3 is short (3s) 
  if Q3 is less than QMY and more than QZ then EXT3 is medium (6s) 
  if Q3 is QZ then EXT3 is long (9s). 
 if A is AMD then phase 1 will be extended to: 
if Q1 is QMY then EXT1 is zero (0s) 
  if Q1 is QMD then EXT1 is short (3s) 
  if Q1 is less than QMD then EXT1 is medium (6s) 
if Q2 is QMY then EXT2 is zero (0s) 
  if Q2 is QMD then EXT2 is short (3s) 
  if Q2 is less than QMD then EXT2 is medium (6s) 
if Q3 is QMY then EXT3 is zero (0s) 
  if Q3 is QMD then EXT3 is short (3s) 
  if Q3 is less than QMD then EXT3 is medium (6s) 
 if A is AF then phase 1 will be extended to: 
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if Q1 is more than QF then EXT1 is zero (0s) 
  if Q1 is less than QMD then EXT1 is short (3s) 
if Q2 is more than QF then EXT2 is zero (0s) 
  if Q2 is less than QMD then EXT2 is short (3s) 
if Q3 is more than QF then EXT3 is zero (0s) 
  if Q3 is less than QMD then EXT3 is short (3s) 
 if A is AZ then EXT1, EXT2, EXT3 are zero (0s) 
 EXT = min (EXT1, EZT2, EXT3) 
 
The input variables of three phases (major LL+ major TT+ minor TT) control: 
A = approaching vehicles (AZ, AF, AMD, or AMY) at time t for the green approach; 
Q1 = queuing vehicles (QZ, QF, QMD, or QMY) for the red approach at time t for phase 
1 in comparison with phase 2; 
Q2 = queuing vehicles (QZ, QF, QMD, or QMY) for the red approach at time t for phase 
1 in comparison with phase 3; 
Q3 = queuing vehicles (QZ, QF, QMD, or QMY) for the red approach at time t for phase 
1 in comparison with phase 2+ phase3; 
 
The output variables of three phases (major LL+ major TT+ minor TT) control: 
EXT1 = extension timing for phase 1 in comparison with phase2 
EXT2 = extension timing for phase 1 in comparison with phase3 
EXT3 = extension timing for phase 1 in comparison with phase 2+3 
EXT = min (EXT1, EXT2, EXT3) 
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Chapter 7  Dynamic Traffic Signal Left-turn Phase Fuzzy 
Logic Control System 
 
Chapter 7 develops a dynamic traffic signal left-turn phase fuzzy logic control system, 
validates the fuzzy control principles and calibrates the membership functions of the 
linguistic variables using simulation and field trials.   
 
7.1 Dynamic Traffic Signal Left-turn Phase Fuzzy Logic Control System 
 
The dynamic traffic signal left-turn phase fuzzy logic control system is real dynamic 
control comparing fixed-time control, actuated control and traditional fuzzy control. For 
example, the normal phase order in one signal intersection is A-B-C-A. Some phases (B 
or C) can be skipped if no request was observed for them. For these “traditional” fuzzy 
control algorithms the output phase order may become A-B-A-C-A, A-B-A-B-A, or A-C-
A-C-A when phase skipping occurs. However, the intersection can not use an otherwise 
undefined phase D (or E, F, …), which may provide better performance under certain 
circumstances. On the other hand four-level fuzzy control, which will be detailed in the 
ensuing section, offers the added flexibility of adding new phases and rearranging phase 
orders to create new feasible timing plans on a per cycle basis according to real-time 
traffic condition. This opens up the possibility of improving signal performance under 
unexpected traffic conditions with virtually unlimited number of phase orders such as A-
D-C-A-B-A, A-D-E-A-F-A, etc.  The system includes the following steps: 
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First step: locating target signal intersection, and collecting data by detectors. 
 
Second step: deriving fuzzy control membership function based on created fuzzy sets 
and fuzzy variables. 
 
Third step: evaluating all input data using four-level fuzzy logic control rules, see Figure 
7-1. 
 In first level, traffic situation level, update traffic situation variables TS and LS 
per circle using last 5 minutes TOCC, TVOL, LOCC, and LVOL data. 
 In second level, phase status level, update phase status variable PS per circle 
using updated TS and LS of first level. 
 In third level, phase order level, update phase order variable PO per circle using 
updated PS of second level. 
 In fourth level, phase green ending or extension level, evaluate phase green time 
and control the target signal intersection. 
 












Four- level  fuzzy  control  rules
 
 




7.2 Simulation and Verification with Field Data 
 
7.2.1 Example of simulation steps 
 
First step: The test intersection is located in Herndon VA.  The north-south direction is 
the main street – Centreville Rd, the westbound is Worldgate Dr, and Eastbound is 
Parcher Ave. Intersection geometry location is in Figure 7-2.   
 
In this intersection, two detectors are located per each approach lane.  The yellow line on 
each approach is first detector. The white one is the second detector.  The location of the 
first one in through lane is approximate 330 ft upstream of the stop line and the second 
one is at the stop line.  This means that we know how many vehicles are approaching the 
through lane stop line within next 6-8 seconds.  The location of the first one in left-turn 
lane is approximate 200 ft upstream of the stop line or the start end of the left-turn lane 
and the second one is at the stop line.  This means that we know how many vehicles are 
approaching the left-turn lane stop line within next 4-6 seconds.  The data collecting date 
is chosen on May 5 2003, morning peak hour is 7:00~8:00, and afternoon peak hour is 
17:00-18:00. The traffic peak hour volume is in Table 7-1. 
 
Second step: The fuzzy control membership function is updated, the example is showed 









Table 7-1.  Test intersection traffic volume 
  Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Left-turn (v/h) 108 174 126 214 







Right-turn (v/h) 588 40 216 84 
Left-turn (v/h) 282 150 156 444 











AZ AF AM D AM Y
1
0 No. of Arrival Vehivles
0 3 6 9
Input Fuzzy Variable: Arrival  
QZ QF QM D QM Y
1
0 No. of Queue Vehivles
0 3 6 9
Input Fuzzy Variable: Queue  
Z S M L
1
0 EXT. Tim e (s)
0 3 6 9
Output Fuzzy Variable: Extension Tim e  
Figure 7-3.  Membership functions of the fuzzy green extender  
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Third step: The fuzzy control variables are updated by the four-level fuzzy control rules 
formulated in Chapter 6. 
 In first level, traffic situation level, update traffic situation variables TS and LS 
per circle using last 5 minutes TOCC, TVOL, LOCC, and LVOL data. The 
example is showed in Table 7-2. 
 
 In second level, phase status level, update phase status variable PS per circle 
using updated TS and LS and fuzzy status selector. The example is showed in 
Table 7-3. 
 
 In third level, phase order level, update phase order variable PO per circle using 
updated PS and fuzzy order selector. The example is showed in Table 7-4. 
 
 In forth level, phase green ending or extension level, and evaluate phase green 
time using fuzzy green extender, controlling the target signal intersection using 
the output results.  
 
Fourth step: repeat the above steps for next cycle. 
 
7.2.2 Comparison results of field data test 
 
Based on the field data collected at the study intersection four types of traffic signal 
control methods were selected for the purpose of signal delay comparisons. The four 
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Table 7-2.  Traffic fuzzy situation variables 
 Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
TOCC Normal Normal Zero Zero 
TVOL Normal Normal Low Low 
LOCC Normal Normal Zero Normal 
LVOL Normal High Low Normal 
TS Normal Normal Low Low 
LS Normal Normal Low Normal 
 
 
Table 7-3.  Fuzzy phase status variable 
 Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
PS LAP LAP PP PP 
 
 
Table 7-4.  Fuzzy phase order variable 
 N-S direction E-W direction 
PO TT+LL TT 
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types of control methods include the proposed four-level fuzzy control (FFC), traditional 
fuzzy control (TFC), actuated control (AC), and fixed-time control (FC).  The 
comparisons during these four types control are showed in Figure 7-4, Figure 7-5 and 
Figure 7-6.   Based on the field data and results from numerical analysis, the proposed 
four-level fuzzy control has the lowest total average delay and the number of delayed 
vehicles in all traffic conditions. In other words, FFC is the best control methodology 
among the four models for the reduction of total and average traffic delay.  The 
comparison of average delay per vehicle for the peak hour suggests that FFC outperforms 
TFC, AC, and FC by 10% ~ 23%, 35% ~ 36%, and 37% ~ 46% respectively.  The 
comparison of average delay per vehicle for the non-peak hours exhibits the similar trend 
that FFC outperforms TFC, AC, and FC in all categories. 
 
In AM peak hour, traffic delay comparison result is in Table 7-5 and Figure 7-7, Figure 
7-8.  The comparison of average delay per vehicle for the AM peak suggests that FFC 
outperforms TFC, AC, and FC by 23%, 35%, and 46% respectively. While at least two-
third of the vehicles were delayed at the intersection for TFC, AC, and FC methods, FFC 
saw less than 50% of the vehicles delayed. 
 
In PM peak hour, traffic delay comparison result is in Table 7-6 and Figure 7-9, Figure 7-
10.  The comparison of average delay per vehicle for the PM peak suggests that FFC 
once again outperforms TFC, AC, and FC by 10%, 36%, and 37% respectively. While at 
least three quarters of the vehicles were delayed at the intersection for TFC, AC, and FC 

















































































































Figure 7-6.  Average delay comparison for delayed vehicles 
 
 
Table 7-5.  Traffic delay comparison for AM peak 
Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound N-S E-W Total
Four-step Fuzzy Control
Average delay of total vehicles 6.3 6.1 31.2 40.4 6.1 35.6 9.5
Average delay of delayed vehicles 16.3 12.8 36.8 44.1 14.2 40.5 19.7
Percentage of delayed vehicles 38% 47% 85% 92% 43% 88% 48%
Traditional Fuzzy Control
Average delay of total vehicles 8.7 11.6 26.5 31.8 10.3 29.1 12.4
Average delay of delayed vehicles 13.9 17.6 38.3 38.2 16.0 38.3 18.9
Percentage of delayed vehicles 63% 66% 69% 83% 64% 76% 66%
Actuated Control
Average delay of total vehicles 13.2 13.2 18.5 32.5 13.2 25.2 14.6
Average delay of delayed vehicles 19.3 19.8 26.8 35.5 19.6 31.6 21.2
Percentage of delayed vehicles 69% 67% 69% 92% 68% 80% 69%
Fixed-time Control
Average delay of total vehicles 17.9 15.7 21.0 27.4 16.7 24.1 17.6
Average delay of delayed vehicles 25.7 22.1 24.8 32.9 23.7 28.7 24.3











































































Figure 7-8.  Percentage of delayed vehicles comparison in AM peak 
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Table 7-6.  Traffic delay comparison in PM peak 
Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound N-S E-W Total
Four-step Fuzzy Control
Average delay of total vehicles 10.8 7.1 32.2 15.4 9.3 20.6 11.8
Average delay of delayed vehicles 21.3 15.0 32.2 18.7 18.8 23.5 20.3
Percentage of delayed vehicles 51% 48% 100% 83% 50% 88% 58%
Traditional Fuzzy Control
Average delay of total vehicles 14.1 6.0 29.7 17.5 10.8 21.3 13.1
Average delay of delayed vehicles 18.7 10.5 31.5 17.9 15.9 22.0 17.6
Percentage of delayed vehicles 75% 57% 94% 98% 68% 97% 74%
Actuated Control
Average delay of total vehicles 21.5 11.7 25.7 20.0 17.4 21.8 18.4
Average delay of delayed vehicles 28.2 19.4 25.7 21.6 25.0 23.0 24.5
Percentage of delayed vehicles 76% 60% 100% 93% 70% 95% 75%
Fixed-time Control
Average delay of total vehicles 21.4 11.5 23.4 24.1 17.3 23.9 18.7
Average delay of delayed vehicles 27.8 16.5 30.1 25.4 23.4 26.7 24.2










































































Figure 7-10.  Percentage of delayed vehicles comparison in PM peak  
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In non-peak hour, traffic delay comparison result is in Table 7-7 and Figure 7-11, Figure 
7-12.  The comparison of average delay per vehicle for the PM peak suggests that FFC 
once again outperforms TFC, AC, and FC by 8%, 20%, and 42% respectively. 
 
Based on above comparison results using field data, the proposed dynamic traffic signal 
left-turn phase fuzzy logic control system is a superior and efficient tool for reducing 
intersection traffic delay. The study also demonstrated that the successful implementation 




Table 7-7.  Traffic delay comparison in non-peak 
Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound N-S E-W Total
Four-step Fuzzy Control
Average delay of total vehicles 4.4 3.9 32.3 18.4 4.1 22.4 6.8
Average delay of delayed vehicles 15.2 12.2 36.9 19.4 13.3 24.1 17.1
Percentage of delayed vehicles 29% 32% 88% 95% 31% 93% 40%
Traditional Fuzzy Control
Average delay of total vehicles 4.5 5.1 24.9 20.6 4.9 21.8 7.4
Average delay of delayed vehicles 12.1 10.8 28.4 22.9 11.3 24.4 14.8
Percentage of delayed vehicles 37% 47% 88% 90% 43% 89% 50%
Actuated Control
Average delay of total vehicles 8.2 6.0 15.9 19.0 6.8 18.1 8.5
Average delay of delayed vehicles 11.5 9.6 18.1 20.0 10.4 19.5 12.2
Percentage of delayed vehicles 71% 62% 88% 95% 66% 93% 70%
Fixed-time Control
Average delay of total vehicles 13.0 9.4 10.5 20.5 10.8 17.6 11.8
Average delay of delayed vehicles 21.3 16.5 14.0 34.2 18.4 27.4 19.8












































































Figure 7-12.  Percentage of delayed vehicles comparison in non-peak 
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Chapter 8  Summary and Recommendation 
 
Chapter 8 presents a summary of the study and then draws a number of conclusions based 
on the outcome of the research.  Some recommendations are made for future research. 
 
8.1 Research Summary 
 
Signal left-turn phase control involves a complex multi-objective and multi-constraint 
problem analysis in which the optimization performed is based mainly on recent 
information.  This research designs a dynamic traffic signal left-turn phase fuzzy logic 
control system.  Based on the new fuzzy phase selection model which guides the 
selection between the leading and lagging left-turn phases, the four-level fuzzy logic 
control model is used to optimize signalized intersection operation. 
 
The four-level fuzzy logic control includes: Traffic situation level, Phase status level, 
Phase order level, and Green ending or extension level.  In the model, observed approach 
traffic flows are used to estimate relative traffic intensities in the competing approaches, 
then these traffic intensities are used to determine whether the leading or lagging signal 
phase should be selected or terminated.  For example, the normal phase order in one 
signal intersection is A-B-C-A.  Some phases (B or C) can be skipped if no request is 
observed for them.  For these “traditional” fuzzy control algorithms the output phase 
order may become A-B-A-C-A, A-B-A-B-A, or A-C-A-C-A when phase skipping 
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occurs.  However, the intersection can not use otherwise undefined phase D (or E, F, …), 
which may provide better performance under certain circumstances. On the other hand, 
the four-level fuzzy control model offers the added flexibility of adding new phases and 
rearranging phase orders to create new feasible timing plans on a per cycle basis 
according to real-time traffic condition. This opens up the possibility of improving signal 
performance under unexpected traffic conditions with virtually unlimited number of 
phase orders such as A-D-C-A-B-A, A-D-E-A-F-A, etc. 
 
Based on this four-level fuzzy logic model, leading left-turn delay is always lower than 
lagging left-turn delay for isolated signalized intersection when left-turn v/c ratio is 
relatively low, while leading left-turn delay is higher than lagging left-turn delay when 
v/c ratio is close to or exceeds 1.0.  Note that leading left-turn delay will be significantly 
higher than lagging left-turn delay at isolated signalized intersection when left-turn v/c 
exceeds 1.0. The selection model is presented by Equations 3-13, 3-16, 3-25, 3-34. 
 
For coordinated intersections, lagging phase design for the target downstream signal 
generates less delay than leading phase design no matter which phase design is used for 
the upstream signal.   Lagging (for the upstream signal) + lagging (for the downstream 
signal) design gives the best result in terms of the target intersection delay.  Leading or 
lagging designs do not differ in terms of through traffic delays.  Instead, their 
strength/weakness is due to the left turning traffic delay.  The selection model is 
presented by Equations 4-2, 4-3, 4-4, 4-5. 
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The performance of this dynamic traffic signal left-turn phase fuzzy logic control system 
compared favorably in all categories to fixed time control, actuated control, and other 
traditional fuzzy control based on simulations using field data.  The results suggest that 
the dynamic traffic signal left-turn phase fuzzy logic control system is a superior and 
efficient tool for reducing intersection traffic delay. The study also demonstrated that the 
successful implementation of the proposed control model does not rely on the installation 




The dynamic traffic signal left-turn phase fuzzy logic control system is an efficient tool to 
reduce intersection traffic delay.  In the future, based on the real operation of the system, 
the fuzzy control principles and the membership functions of the linguistic variables will 
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